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This research was conducted in order to verify that the optical modelling
software FRED, produced by Photon Engineering LLC of Tucson Arizona,
was a suitable candidate to virtually prototype improvements to our research
group’s digital holographic interferometric radiation dosimeter. After exten-
sive testing, FRED was determined to be a good candidate for such studies.
FRED was used to construct a model of the prototype dosimeter, and this
model dosimeter was used to produce holograms which matched the output
of the experimental dosimeter. The virtual model of the prototype was ca-
pable of accurately reconstructing doses as low as 0.01 Gy, which shows its
potential for application in clinical dosimetry.
FRED was also able to accurately model the response of the dosimeter to
different sources of environmental uncertainty. Case studies in measuring
the uncertainty produced by atmospheric fluctuations, heat expansion and
environmental noise were undertaken using FRED’s scripting environment.
These investigations showed that the virtual dosimeter’s response was in ac-
cordance with interferometric theory and the observations of Cavan et al. in
her PhD thesis with regards to the dosimetric errors observed in the experi-
mental prototype.
Finally, it was shown that FRED is a suitable tool for virtually testing
dosimeter improvements. Its merit function optimisation tools were used
to make changes to the dosimeter geometry and these changes were found
to improve the dosimeter’s response to the main sources of environmental
uncertainty.
It is therefore indicated that FRED is a suitable candidate for virtual re-
finement of the prototype dosimeter, and can be used to test the error re-
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Cancer is an umbrella term for over 100 specific disorders characterised by
abnormal cell growth with the potential to spread and invade other locations
in the body. This stands in contrast to benign cell growth disorders which
cause tumours but do not spread invasively. Fundamentally, cancer is the
breakdown of biological mechanisms designed to regulate tissue growth [1].
Although different cancers are the result of different sets of mutations, in
general cancer results from mutations in two sets of genes; oncogenes, which
promote cell growth and reproduction, and tumour suppressor genes, which
inhibit the survival and division of cells. Typically, a single change is insuffi-
cient to transform an ordinary cell into a cancer cell; multiple genetic errors
must occur in a certain order to yield a malignant neoplasm.
Genetic changes which result in cancer are usually the result of mutations,
which can happen a number of ways. Spontaneous mutations may occur
during cell division, even in perfectly healthy cells, resulting in a daughter
cell with an imperfect copy of the parent cell’s DNA. DNA molecules also
experience regular structural damage and degradation, even in healthy in-
dividuals unexposed to mutagens. In humans, an average of tens of thou-
sands of DNA damage events occur per day in every cell due to reactive
molecules produced by metabolism and other chemical reactions [2]. These
events are most often repaired through cellular processes, but errors can per-
sist past these corrections, especially if the repair processes are overloaded
by too many errors or otherwise compromised. Exposure to environmental
mutagens such as radiation or certain chemicals can cause a higher rate of
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mutation, or more deleterious mutations, overloading repair structures [3].
A recent Science study exploring the origin of carcinogenic mutations found
that 66% of the studied mutations occurred randomly, 29% were due to envi-
ronmental factors and 5% were hereditary [4].
The statistical nature of mutation and DNA repair failure makes contract-
ing cancer an event with a finite non-zero probability. Older individuals’
tissues have undergone more cell division events and more genetic damage.
In general, older tissues have therefore experienced more total mutations. It
follows that as an individual ages, their chances of contracting a malignant
neoplasm increase steadily [5]. As a result, the disease burden of cancer has
increased in recent history, particularly in nations where medical and lifestyle
advances have resulted in longer lifespans. New Zealand is an example of
such a country, where life expectancy has increased by a decade in the last
half-century, from 71 years in 1960 to 81 years in 2016 [6]. This increase in
life expectancy was accompanied by an increasing rate of registrations for
new cancers, as illustrated in Figure 1.1. New cancer registrations increased
steadily from 4087 in 1960 to 23,149 in 2015, the date of last official record
[7]. Cancer is now also a leading cause of death in New Zealand, with death
from cancer accounting for 30% of all deaths in 2014 [8, 9]. As our population
ages and life expectancy continues to increase, we can expect consistently in-
creasing rates of new cancer registrations [10].
Although cancer registration rates have increased over time, many can-
cers have become more survivable. Developments in scientific understand-
ing of the cause and mechanisms of cancer have led to more targeted and so-
phisticated treatments, which in turn increase the likelihood of a favourable
long-term prognosis. In particular, more common cancers, such as those of
the breast and prostate, have particularly good survival rates over time [11].
Continued innovation in diagnosis and treatment is needed to ensure posi-
tive patient outcomes and successfully handle what is likely to be an increas-
ing incidence of cancer in the coming years as our population ages and other
causes of death tend downwards [12].
1.1.2 Radiation Therapy And Dosimetry
There are currently three leading techniques employed to treat cancer: sur-
gical excision, chemotherapy and radiation therapy, with immunotherapy
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FIGURE 1.1: Graph showing the correlation between increase
in life expectancy in New Zealand (bottom, blue line) [6] and
increase in rate of cancer registrations (top, orange line) [8].
emerging as a potential fourth pillar [13]. The focus of this research is radi-
ation therapy, which encompasses any technique using ionizing radiation to
kill and control malignant cells. Radiation therapy can be used on its own
or in concert with surgery or chemotherapy to maximise control of tumour
cells [14].
Ionising radiation comes in several forms: photon, subatomic particle or
ion, with the common characteristic that they have enough energy to liberate
electrons, thereby creating atomic or molecular ions. When applied to biolog-
ical tissues, these ionisation events occur inside cells, causing general cellular
damage, DNA breakage, and cell death [15]. The degree of these deleterious
effects is dependent on the amount of radiation energy absorbed per mass of
tissue (the dose), and the susceptibility of the particular tissue to radiation
damage, referred to as the radiosensitivity. Formally, the dose deposition of
a radiation beam or source is often referred to in terms of absorbed dose in
Gray (Gy), where
1Gy = 1Jkg−1. (1.1)
The radiosensitivity of tissue is more complex, and is dependent on the
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type and energy of the radiation, as well as the type of tissue being investi-
gated. In general, for a type of radiation, each tissue is assigned a relative
biological effectiveness (RBE) which multiplies the dose received by the rel-
ative biological impact of the dose [15]. Other factors including tissue oxy-
genation and the selection of a biological endpoint to measure RBE further
complicate the assessment of tissue radiosensitivity [16]. The power of radio-
therapy in treating cancer stems from the fact that many neoplasms exhibit
high radiosensitivity, meaning that they are more susceptible to ionising ra-
diation than the tissues which surround them [17].
Radiation therapy is thus a balancing act between controlling tumour
cells by applying high doses of radiation, and minimising complications re-
lated to irradiation of the healthy tissues surrounding the tumour. This bal-
ance is typically visualised by dose-response curves which show the prob-
ability of controlling the tumour versus the probability of compromising
healthy tissues. Figure 1.2 shows the contrasting dose-response curve pairs
for a radiocurable cancer versus a less curable cancer. In the left-hand graph,
the curve representing tumour control probability (TCP) sits at a lower dose
than the curve representing normal tissue complication probability (NTCP),
yielding a larger dose window where a high probability of tumour control
can be achieved with low probability for tissue complication. In contrast,
the graph on the right represents a neoplasm with less relative susceptibility
compared to surrounding tissues. A dose which achieves a high probability
of tumour control is associated with a higher risk of normal tissue complica-
tions in this case, so either the dose must be delivered with extreme precision,
or a different treatment method must be utilised.
FIGURE 1.2: Comparison between the tumour control proba-
bility, TCP, and normal tissue complication probability, NTCP,
curves for a more radiocurable cancer (left) and a less radiocur-
able cancer (right) [18].
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Examination of the TCP and NTCP probability curves shows that even
a small uncertainty in delivered dose can have a large associated increase
in risk to the patient, depending on their gradient about the dose being de-
livered. This emphasises the need for accurate dosimetry in radiotherapy;
correct dose delivery is essential to ensure positive patient outcomes. The
requirements for dosimetric accuracy are established by the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), which mandates an uncertainty cap of 5%
for therapeutic radiation doses [19], and the International Commission on
Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU) which mandates that doses be
delivered within +7% or -5% of their prescribed values [20, 21]. Compound-
ing uncertainties in patient positioning, geometry, and biological response
mean that dosimetric uncertainties should be kept as low as possible in or-
der to minimise risk to patients. The design of any dosimeter must therefore
make consideration of associated uncertainties in order to be clinically viable.
The minimisation of dosimetric uncertainty in radiation therapy is com-
plicated by the steady forward progress of radiotherapy techniques. Cur-
rent dosimetric methodology is entirely adequate for more conventional ra-
diotherapy techniques, involving flat or simply-modulated radiation fields,
which are generally low in dose rate and well-behaved over time. However
a plethora of new radiotherapy modalities have been introduced in recent
decades, each of which pose unique difficulties. Some techniques employ ra-
diation fields with a high degree of spatial modulation, removing them from
the paradigm of charged particle equilibrium used to calculate the dose of
well-behaved flat fields [22]. In other cases, the use of heavier particles such
as protons or ionic nuclei result in a new characteristic dose-delivery profile
and uncertainties in the range and RBE of these less-investigated radiation
types [23]. In yet other cases, some novel treatment modalities deliver ex-
tremely high or extremely low doses, or, in the case of flash-irradiation tech-
niques, deliver doses at extremely high rates [24]. All of these non-standard
irradiation practices can result in less-well quantified radiobiological effects.
In such scenarios, radiotherapy modalities push the boundaries of the mod-
els used in current dosimetric techniques, necessitating the use of additional
conversion or correction factors, all of which have their own associated un-
certainties. Research into new dosimetric technology must therefore keep
pace with the progression of radiation therapy so that dosimetric uncertain-
ties can be kept as low as possible.
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1.1.3 Prototype Dosimeter
The development of a new dosimetry technology is the aim of our research
group, which began with the work of Juergen Meyer and Alicia Cavan
[25, 26]. Over the course of the latter’s doctoral research, a novel radiation
dosimeter was produced which operated on the principles of Digital Holo-
graphic Interferometry (DHI). The fundamentals and physics underlying
this dosimeter are discussed in full in Section 2.4. In brief, the dosimeter
directly measures absorbed radiation dose to water by probing a water-filled
test cell with a laser, then interfering this beam with a reference laser field.
By capturing the interference pattern twice, once before and once after
irradiation, the differences between the two can be related to the change
in refractive index across the test cell. This refractive index change can
then be used to infer a spatial map of change in temperature, or energy
deposited. By capturing the interference pattern repeatedly over the course
of irradiation, a series of 2-D spatial maps can be reconstructed, allowing for
the calculation of dose deposited over time.
This prototype dosimeter performed well as a proof-of-concept, measur-
ing spatially modulated patterns of incident radiation produced with three
different complex radiotherapy modalities. However, experimental uncer-
tainties were high, with a best case estimate of 15%, and over the course
of testing several areas for improvement were identified [26]. The dosime-
ter was built with re-purposed optical components on a large, heavy bread-
board, making it difficult to transport and susceptible to environmental fluc-
tuations. To improve this, specialised optical components can be purpose
built in order to miniaturise and stabilise the dosimeter. In collaboration with
the University of Washington, the possibility exists of using microelectroma-
chine systems (MEMS) technology to replace our standard optical compo-
nents and miniaturise the dosimeter. However, due to the expense of pur-
chasing new components and commissioning the MEMS components, it was
deemed prudent to refine the dosimeter in a virtual environment using op-
tical simulation software before attempting to build a new iteration of the
prototype.
Although optical modelling software has been implemented successfully
in a wide range of applications, including laser interference [27], coherent
diffraction effects [28] and holography [29], there exists no current precedent
for using commercial optical modelling packages to simulate interferometry
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for radiation dosimetry. Therefore, establishing that the optical modelling
program FRED is capable of reproducing the results observed over the course
of Cavan’s investigations will be an important aim of this thesis.
1.2 Thesis Aims
The aim of this thesis was to verify that the FRED optical modelling pro-
gram was capable of accurately simulating our interferometric dosimeter, in-
cluding sources of uncertainty, so that the model could be used to virtually
improve the prototype.
It is important to note that due to the time constraints posed by an MSc,
the aim of this thesis was confined to creating the DHI dosimeter model and
developing algorithms for reconstructing its output, developing a protocol
for characterising the dosimeter’s spatial and dose resolution, and showing
whether FRED was a suitable tool to conduct further refinements upon the
prototype. Conducting a full uncertainty analysis and completely refining
the prototype are outside the scope of this thesis, and these goals are left for
future research.
1.3 Thesis Outline
This chapter serves to outline the motivation and basic aims of this research.
Chapter 2 outlines the theoretical and historical background behind the use
of digital holographic interferometry for radiation dosimetry. Chapter 3 cov-
ers the mathematical principles and computational methods which underpin
optical simulations conducted in FRED. Chapter 4 describes the experimen-
tal procedure of initialising the model of our prototype dosimeter, from early
tests on FRED’s coherence handling to the full DHI dosimeter model. Chap-
ter 5 outlines the methods used to conduct case studies into the dosimetric
uncertainties of the prototype model. Chapter 6 describes the procedure used
to model two proposed geometric improvements to the prototype, and quan-
tifies their impact on dosimetric uncertainty. Chapter 7 discusses the results
of these case studies and outlines the advantages and disadvantages of FRED





Principles of Digital Holographic
Interferometric Dosimetry
2.1 Fundamentals of Light
Light has been studied extensively for centuries, but to this day there is no
unified model which explains all of its behaviours. Instead, two paradigms,
the classical and quantum models, are used to explain different phenomena
and aspects of optics.
The classical model was developed in the 19th century as a result of the
discovery of electromagnetism and the interference experiments conducted
by Fresnel [30], Young [31], and many others. James Maxwell is generally
credited with codifying the classical model of light in his 1865 paper which
unified the leading optical observations of his time with the nascent theory
of electromagnetism [32]. This model treats light as a wave, and explains
interference phenomena as the superposition of the amplitudes of interacting
wavefronts.
The next major development in optics was made at the turn of the
20th century, when Max Planck modelled black-body radiation and found
that matter contributed energy to light only in discrete amounts, a fact
that was unexplained by the classical electromagnetic model of light [33].
Compounded by Einstein’s 1905 writings on the photoelectric effect, it
catalysed the development of Bohr’s atomic model which eventually led
to the establishment of quantum physics as a field [34]. As part of the
discovery of quantum mechanics, these optical phenomena were explained
by treating light as a current of massless particles called photons. This
model was initially explored and unified by Dirac, Schrödinger and their
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contemporaries in the 1920s [35, 36]. On the back of developments made by
Bethe in 1947 [37], it eventually developed into quantum electrodynamics in
the late 40s and early 50s [38].
Although the quantum model of light is technically more complete, many
macroscopic optical phenomena can be fully explained in a much simpler
manner via the classical electromagnetic model. For holography and the
measurement of refractive index in transparent media, the classical model
is an accurate and elegant treatment, so the electromagnetic wave formalism
will be used exclusively from this point onward.
2.1.1 Propagation of Light as an Electromagnetic Wave
The classical model treats light as an electromagnetic wave, which means
that by definition it propagates through space due to the synchronised oscil-
lations of coupled electric and magnetic fields. As an electromagnetic wave,
light obeys Maxwell’s equations, which means that its propagation is gov-





= 0 , (2.1)
where ∇2 is the Laplace operator acting on the Cartesian spatial coordinate











E is the vector quantity describing electric field strength, and c is the speed
of light, equal to roughly 3× 108 m s−1.
By the definition of an electromagnetic wave, the electric and magnetic
fields oscillate orthogonal to one another and to the direction of propagation.
The electric field can oscillate in the vertical, horizontal or any linear com-
bination of these directions. The oscillation direction can also evolve over
time, resulting in elliptically or circularly polarised light. Differences in po-
larisation types are illustrated in Figure 2.1. For holography applications,
polarisation effects can be ignored, and we will treat light from now on as
linearly polarised unless stated otherwise.
A linearly polarised wave is also called plane-polarised. For waves of this
nature propagating along the z axis in Cartesian spatial coordinates, instead
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(a) Circularly polarised light. (b) Linearly polarised light.
FIGURE 2.1: Illustration of the evolution of the electric field vec-
tor in light with different polarisations [39].









The most widely used solution to the scalar wave equation is the har-
monic wave, given by
E(z, t) = E0 cos (kz−ωt), (2.4)
where E0 is the real amplitude of the wave and the cosine term kz−ωt gives






Similarly, ω is the angular frequency of the wave, also related to the wave-





In order to account for a phase shift, where the maximum amplitude does
not correspond to the zero-time point, we can add the phase offset (φ) to the
cosine term, modifying the harmonic wave equation to:
E(z, t) = E0 cos(kz−ωt + φ). (2.7)
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Using Euler’s identity, we can rewrite this complete harmonic wave equa-








The physical aspects of the wave field are fully represented by the first
term in this equation, and the second term is its complex conjugate. We
can therefore simplify the complex harmonic solution propagating in the z-





Therefore, Equation 2.9 describes the evolution of the electric field over
space and time. If we consider the evolution in space with the wave frozen
in time, the electric field amplitude varies sinusoidally, with the maximum
amplitude values of E0 occurring at integer multiples of λ along the propaga-
tion direction. Similarly, if we consider the wave evolution in time at a fixed
point in space, the maximum field value is achieved at time t = 0 + φ, and
subsequent maxima occur at every integer multiple of the wave’s period T,
where T = λ/c given that the propagation occurs in a vacuum.
2.1.2 Wavefront Geometry
Equation 2.9 describes the simplest case of a linearly-polarised sinusoidal
wave propagating in the z-direction. For optics applications, the three-
dimensional geometry of the propagation must be accounted for. It is
characterised as the wavefront of the light, which describes the shape of the
surfaces of constant phase in a propagating wave in three dimensions. In
practical applications, the wavefront geometry is initially determined by the
type and geometry of the source which generated the light, and is further
modified by the use of optics to direct and shape the propagating wave field.
This research makes use of beams with two wavefront geometries: planar
and spherical.
A planar wavefront is characterised by each plane orthogonal to the prop-
agation direction of the wave having constant phase. For a plane wave, the
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product of the wave vector, k, and the spatial vector, r, is a constant:
k · r = constant. (2.10)
The wave vector (k = (kx, ky, kz)) is the 3-D equivalent of the wavenum-
ber described in Equation 2.5 to account for propagation away from the z-
axis. Similarly, the spatial vector is simply the Cartesian coordinate vector
r = (x, y, z). The harmonic solution for a plane-propagating wave is
E(r, t) = E0ei(k·r−ωt+φ). (2.11)
Spherical waves are easily visualised as light generated from a point
source, and also result from light being modified by spherical optics.
Spherical wavefronts are more intuitively modelled in spherical coordinates,















Equations 2.11 and 2.13 describe the two propagation geometries which
are most frequently used in this thesis.
2.1.3 Refractive Index and Speed of Light
The above exclusively considers light that is propagating in a vacuum. Light
propagates in a similar way in other transparent media, but its speed changes
depending on the medium, an effect which is quantified by the refractive





where c and v represent the speed of light in a vacuum and in the given
medium respectively. Figure 2.2 illustrates that when light traverses a bound-
ary between two materials of different refractive indices, n1 and n2, its ve-
locity will change in accordance with Equation 2.14, and its angle from the
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FIGURE 2.2: Illustration of Snell’s law at a refractive index in-
terface [40].
normal will change from θ1 to θ2 as per Snell’s law, given by
n1 sin(θ1) = n2 sin(θ2). (2.15)
The change in speed undergone by light in a medium results in a change
of phase relative to an identical light wave propagating in the vacuum, or a
medium with a different refractive index. This is quantified in terms of the
optical path length (OPL) given by
OPL = nd, (2.16)
where n is the refractive index of the medium and d is the distance traversed
in the medium. Where refractive index varies across the medium, the integral





where C is the path travelled by the light, and n(s) is the refractive index
over the distance s along the light’s path.
On a microscopic level, the refractive index of a medium describes the
degree to which the atomic and electronic charges in the material perturb the
electric field of a light wave, reducing its propagation velocity. Therefore,
any change to the medium that alters the distribution of its internal electric
charges has the potential to change the medium’s refractive index. Light
waves of different wavelengths also experience different perturbations, so
the refractive index of a material varies according to the wavelength used to
measure it.
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2.1.4 Interference
Laser interferometry is based on electromagnetic wave interference, the prin-
ciple which underpins the classical model of light. Interference is based on
the superposition principle which states that the sum of solutions to the wave
equation is also a solution, and electromagnetic fields co-incident in space
will superimpose to create a new electromagnetic field which has an ampli-
tude distribution equal to the sum of the two amplitudes at every point.
For the purposes of laser interferometry, we can assume that the interfer-
ing wave fields have the same frequency. As a case study, we can examine
two plane waves of the same frequency:
E1(r, t) = E01ei(k1·r−ωt+φ1) (2.18)
and
E2(r, t) = E02ei(k2·r−ωt+φ2). (2.19)
The resultant electric field due to the interference of the two electromag-
netic waves is then given by their sum:
Etotal = E1 + E2 = [E01ei(k1·r+φ1) + E02ei(k2·r+φ2)]e−iωt. (2.20)
It is important to note that optical detectors, from cameras to the human
eye, do not measure the field amplitude of an electromagnetic wave. Instead,
they measure optical intensity, which is defined as the energy flux through
an area per unit time. Optical intensity is defined as:
I = ε0cnE2, (2.21)
where ε0 is the permittivity of free space, c is the speed of light in a vacuum,
and n is the refractive index of the medium in which the light is travelling.
A common simplification in optics applications is to leave out the pro-
portionality constants and express intensity only in terms of the electric field,
such that:
I = |E0|2 = 〈E0〉 〈E∗0〉 . (2.22)
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When we consider the interference pattern yielded by the interfering
plane waves described by Equation 2.20, the intensity distribution will be:




02 + E01E02{ei(k1·r−k2·r+φ1−φ2) + ei(k2·r−k1·r+φ2−φ1)}
=E201 + E
2
02 + 2E01E02 cos ((k1 − k2) · r + 2∆φ).
(2.23)
This result can be written in terms of the individual intensities:
I = I1 + I2 + 2
√
I1 I2 cos((k1 − k2) · r + 2∆φ). (2.24)
In the case that the interfering waves have equal amplitude (E01 = E02 =
E0), Equation 2.23 becomes






· r + ∆φ
)
. (2.25)
For two waves of equal amplitude, it can be seen that the intensity map
has the widest dynamic range, from 0 to 4E20. As the interfering waves’ in-
tensities become more different, the contrast (C) of the interference pattern





quantifies the degree of contrast in the interference pattern.
2.2 Interferometry
Interferometry refers to a family of metrology techniques which use interfer-
ence phenomena to measure physical parameters of a system. Interferom-
etry is used in a wide range of fields due to its ability to make extremely
high-precision measurements [41]. This ability stems from the fact that inter-
ference patterns are sensitive to sub-wavelength changes between the inter-
fering waves, meaning that displacements on the order of nanometres can be
measured with optical frequencies.
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2.2.1 History and Applications
Interferometry was first used for metrology by Albert Michelson and Ed-
ward Morley in 1887. They used a right-angle interferometer in an attempt
to measure the aether wind created by the relative speed between Earth and
the luminiferous aether, the medium through which electromagnetic waves
were thought to propagate at the time [42]. Although this experiment failed,
leading to the popular move away from aether theory of electromagnetism,
the potential of interferometry as an extremely sensitive metrology technique
was recognised at this time, and the experiment was repeated with increas-
ingly sensitive interferometers [43]. Michelson went on to design interfer-
ometric instruments for astronomy applications, and interferometers were
widely adopted in many fields of physics by the mid 20th century [44].
Interferometry is used today in any field which requires measurement of
small changes in a physical quantity which affects the path length of light [45,
46, 47]. It is especially valuable in areas of metrology where extreme precision
is required, since its ability to encode information as a change in path length
of light makes it sensitive to changes on the order of whatever wavelength is
used.
An important metrological example is the use of test-plate interferome-
try to measure deformation constants and moduli in material science. This
technique involves a reference plate and test surface being placed together
under coherent illumination by a laser, where a reference interference pattern
is acquired. The test object is then deformed by a known force in a manner
consistent with the modulus being measured and an interference pattern is
acquired for this state. The difference between these patterns is processed to
yield a displacement measurement, which can then be used to quantify the
modulus of deformation for the given material [48].
A similar application also occurs in quality assurance and manufacturing,
where test-plate interferometers probe the uniformity of surfaces by interfer-
ometric comparison with a flat reference surface [49].
Refractive Index Determination in Transparent Media
For the purposes of this research, the measurement of refractive index in
transparent media is the most relevant application of interferometry. A
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schematic of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer configured for this purpose is
shown in Figure 2.3
FIGURE 2.3: Mach-Zehnder interferometer configured for the
measurement of refractive index. M1 and M2 are turning mir-
rors. l is the optical path length of the test cell.
In this experiment, the object beam passes through a test cell which con-
tains the medium being probed. The reference beam passes through an iden-
tical cell in order to negate its geometrical effects. With the test cell empty, a
reference interference pattern is collected on the detector. Upon introduction
of a sample with unknown refractive index (n), the interference pattern will
change due to the phase shift induced in the object beam along the length
(l) of the test cell. Mathematical processing is then employed to quantify the
change and measure the optical path length difference induced in the object
beam by the sample. With a known optical path length difference, ∆OPL, the
refractive index of the sample can then be calculated via Equation 2.16.
This technique has also been employed in substances with known re-
fractive indices to measure complex phenomena. These interferometry tech-
niques have been used to gather high-resolution spatial data in order to more
accurately model heat diffusion from chaotic sources like flames [50], the
fluid dynamics of mixing liquids [51], and problems of air-turbulence and
non-laminar fluid flow [52].
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2.2.2 Holographic Wavefront Recording
History and Early Application
Holography was pioneered by Dennis Gabor in 1948, as an extension of his
work on optimising electron microscopes [53]. Prior to this discovery, con-
ventional photographic techniques were capable only of recording a two-
dimensional cross-section of the wave field reflected or radiated from an ob-
ject. Contrastingly, holography interferes the object’s wave field with that
of another beam and records the interference pattern, allowing a full three-
dimensional reconstruction of the wave field to be obtained upon recon-
struction using the same reference field [54, 55]. At the time of its inven-
tion, holography was highly limited by the lack of coherent optical sources.
This changed in 1960, when Maiman et al. constructed the first working
ruby laser [56], providing a high-power coherent optical source with which
to encode the hologram. This allowed for the creation of higher-fidelity
holographic recordings, which could be reliably reconstructed into three-
dimensional images [57].
Other technological limitations also hampered early experiments. Ini-
tially, fringes were counted and their spacing was measured manually by
researchers, which limited the precision of quantitative measurements [41].
Holographic interferometry of the 1960s relied upon the exposure of ana-
logue silver halide plates, which limited the temporal resolution of the mea-
surements and were inefficient at converting the incident intensity to optical
density [58]. Fringe-counting computers were later employed, but their use
required the analogue plates to be digitised via camera after their initial ex-
posure, which was a laborious process [59]. These limitations eventually led
to the development of modern digital holography, which forms the founda-
tion of this research and will be discussed in Section 2.3 below.
Principles of Hologram Acquisition
There are a variety of techniques for recording holograms, each of which
has a distinct experimental configuration and underlying imaging equations.
For expediency, the equations of holography will be discussed in terms of
the Lensless Fourier Transform Digital Holography (LFTDH) interferometer,














FIGURE 2.4: Schematic of the simple LFTDH interferometer
used in this research.
since this is the configuration employed in our prototype dosimeter. How-
ever, it is important to note that this is neither the simplest nor the most
common holographic imaging configuration.
Figure 2.4 shows a schematic of the LFTDH configuration used in this
research. The laser source is separated via a beamsplitter into two coher-
ent beams. The reference beam is expanded via a spherical lens and then
bypasses the test cell to fall on the complimentary metal oxide semiconduc-
tor (CMOS) detector chip. The object beam is expanded and collimated to
approximate a plane wave and then passes through the test cell, where its
geometric path length is modified by the refractive index of the test cell ac-
cording to Equation 2.16. The object beam then interferes with the reference
beam where they coincide on the CMOS.
Recalling Equations 2.11 and 2.13 from Section 2.1, it can be seen that the







EO(r, t) = E0O ei(kO·r−ωOt+φO) (2.28)
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respectively. The CMOS detector chip will therefore detect a pattern of inter-
ference fringes given by
I =|EO + ER|2


































cos(kO · r−ωOt + φO − kRr + ωRt− φR).
(2.29)
From the above, we can see that the temporal dependence of this interfer-
ence pattern is exclusively described by the terms −ωOt and ωRt inside the
cosine operator. By the definition of angular frequency (ω = 2πν), if the in-
terfering waves share the same frequency, as they do in the case of our laser
interferometer, then ωO = ωR and these terms cancel, yielding













cos(kO · r− kRr + ∆φ)
(2.30)
which describes a temporally stable interference pattern, given that the phase
difference (∆φ) is also constant.
A temporally constant interference pattern is necessary for holographic
recording, since a fluctuating intensity on the CMOS would cause blurring
over the course of the hologram exposure, adding noise and potentially ob-
scuring the signal in the reconstructed image. To meet the criteria of ωO =
ωR, single frequency light must be used, and to ensure that ∆φ is constant,
the reference and object beams must be coherent. Using an amplitude-split
laser to generate the reference and object beams meets both of these criteria.
The interference pattern captured by the CMOS can be recorded to pro-
duce a hologram, and this hologram can be reconstructed using the tech-
niques described in the next section to create a three-dimensional copy of the
object wavefront used to acquire it.
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Principles of Hologram Reconstruction
In analogue holography, the object wave in the image plane, O(xI , yI), can be
reconstructed and viewed by re-illuminating the developed hologram plate
with the reference beam. Mathematically, this re-illumination is equivalent
to taking the product of the interference pattern, I(xH, yH), and the reference
wave, R(xH, yH) in the plane of the hologram, denoted by the subscript H.
To obtain the object wave reconstruction, O(xI , yI), from a given interfer-
ence pattern, I(xH, yH), recorded on a discrete pixel-based detector, a numer-
ical variant of the Fresnel transform, developed for this purpose by Cavan
and Meyer can be used [25]. Equation 2.31 is applied to the two-dimensional
intensity map of the interferogram to calculate the reconstructed complex
amplitude of the object wave, O(xI , yI), in the image plane [26].






2+(yx∆y)2] ∗ F−1λd I(xH, yH) (2.31)
In this equation, xI and yI are the indices of the detector pixels whose
spacing is given by ∆x and ∆y. B is a constant dependent on the reference
beam amplitude, d is the distance between the reference beam’s focal point
and the sensor plane, and F−1λd represents a discrete inverse Fourier transform
scaled by 1/λd. Note that this variant of the Fresnel transform is specific to re-
constructing the output of an LFTDH interferometer, as it relies on geometric
factors for some of its simplifications.
The intensity of the resultant reconstructed object wave can be obtained
by taking the modulus squared:
I(xI , yI) = |O(xI , yI)|2 = Re2|O(xI , yI)|+ Im2O(xI , yI) (2.32)
where the final two terms are the real and imaginary components of the com-
plex field respectively. Similarly, a two-dimensional map of the phase angle
can be obtained by taking the angle between these components






It can be seen from Equation 2.31 that using a digital detector limits the
spatial resolution of the reconstruction to the size of its pixels, ∆x and ∆y.
However, digital detection eliminates the need for a development step and
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reduces exposure time, thereby improving the temporal resolution of the
holograms. Acquiring and reconstructing the holograms digitally also elim-
inates the need to remove and reposition a hologram plate, reducing error.
The advantages afforded by replacing film with a digital detector therefore
outweigh the slight loss of spatial resolution in almost every application.
2.3 Holographic Interferometry
The previous section introduced the concept of encoding three-dimensional
spatial information in a two-dimensional hologram image. If a hologram
is captured of an object twice in identical states, the two holograms will be
identical. However, if a small deformation is applied to the object in between
recording the first and second holograms, the interference pattern will be
altered slightly due to the perturbation in the object beam’s phase.
In the mid 1960s, it was discovered that if a reference hologram, IR(x, y),
was recorded of a system in a reference state, and then an object hologram,
IO(x, y), was exposed onto the same plate after the system had been per-
turbed, the resultant interference pattern could be reconstructed to yield the
difference between the two states of the object [60]. Digitally, the same re-
sult can be achieved by recording separate reference and object interference
patterns, reconstructing them using Equation 2.31 and then adding their re-
constructed wavefronts digitally. The interference phase between these two
object reconstructions can then be obtained via Equation 2.33, and the cyclic
interference phase map can be unwrapped to a continuous distribution as
follows:
∆Φ(xI , yI) =
ΦR −ΦO i f ΦR ≥ ΦOΦR −ΦO + 2π i f ΦR < ΦO, (2.34)
where ∆Φ represents the continuous two-dimensional phase difference map
between the reference and object states. We call this map the interferogram,
as it represents the amplitude of interference between the two hologram
states. If we recall Equation 2.29, the intensity of this interference pattern
has four terms. The first two represent the zero-order diffraction term of the
object and reference wave fields, and contribute to the central bright compo-
nent of the interferogram, the DC component. The third term adds the twin
conjugate image, which is a pseudoscopic image appearing at a distance d
past the hologram plane. Finally, the fourth term contributes the real image,
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which is a non-pseudoscopic image of the test object which appears at the
same position that the test object occupied during the hologram acquisition.
Figure 2.5 shows an example of an experimentally acquired interferogram
with these regions labelled.
The separation and size of each of these image regions is dependent upon
the geometry of the interferometer. Placing the reference beam at a small an-
gle to the object beam separates the image regions from the DC terms and one
another in the image plane, which is necessary for straightforward extraction
of the object wave phase map. The magnification of the image regions, and
thus the resolution of the phase map of the real image, can also be modified
by changing the object-to-sensor distance. These alignment procedures are
discussed more fully in the experimental Section 4.2.3, which describes the
alignment steps undertaken on our virtual LFTDH interferometer.
FIGURE 2.5: Example of a reconstructed interferogram.
2.3.1 DHI for Radiation Dosimetry
History of DHI Dosimetry
The use of holographic interferometry for radiation dosimetry was pioneered
by E K Hussmann in 1971, when he used a Michelson-style interferometer
to measure the fringe patterns from a water-filled cell under electron-beam
irradiation [61]. Interference patterns from the un-irradiated state and the
irradiated state were superimposed on a film plate and reconstructed via the
process described above, yielding the interferogram shown in Figure 2.6a
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which was subsequently reconstructed into an absorbed dose distribution,
as shown in Figure 2.6b.
(a) Interferogram collected by Huss-
mann.
(b) Dose reconstructed by Hussmann.
FIGURE 2.6: Figures from Hussmann’s early interferometry ex-
periments in 1971 [61].
Following the success of the method for dose measurements, Hussmann
continued work through the 1970s with Miller and McLaughlin, where the
same calorimetric principles were adapted to measure fast refractive index
and temperature changes in transparent media via the fringe shift in the
interference pattern, rather than through holographic reconstruction [62].
Miller continued Hussmann’s original dosimetric measurement work
through 1979, improving on both the sensitivity and stability of the original
dosimeter [63, 64].
Although the original Hussmann and Miller work represents a promis-
ing proof-of-concept of DHI as a radiation metrology technique, these ex-
periments were hampered by the same factors which challenged all early
interferometric experiments. The manual counting of fringes severely lim-
ited the accuracy of dose measurements, and confined the research to only
simple dosimetric distributions. In addition, the double-exposure method
used to capture interfering holograms on film severely limited the temporal
resolution of the measurements.
As a result of these challenges, holographic interferometric radiation
dosimetry went largely uninvestigated for several decades following the
work of Hussmann, Miller and McLaughlin, although researchers periodi-
cally revisited the idea of a non-invasive calorimetric measuring technique
in the same spirit [65, 66]. In the early 2010s, our research group, beginning
with Cavan and Meyer chose to revisit holographic interferometry for
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radiation dosimetry [25]. Their aim was to replicate the results of Hussmann
and Miller, replacing their analogue approach with digital detection so
that interferograms could be reconstructed and analysed digitally. They
constructed a prototype dosimeter using a lensless Fourier transform (LFT)
configuration to capture holograms and reconstructed them digitally. Their
proof-of-concept dosimeter succeeded at measuring dose distributions un-
der several challenging paradigms, including high-dose-rate brachytherapy
and proton minibeam therapy modalities [26].
The work of Cavan and Meyer established a modern proof-of-concept
as to the utility of DHI for dosimetric metrology, and their work has been
furthered by other researchers in recent years [67, 68].
Theory of DHI Dosimetry
The fundamental principle underpinning DHI dosimetry is that the refrac-
tive index of water will change in response to temperature perturbations.
Since radiation dose as defined by Equation 2.35 has the units of energy de-
posited per unit mass in water, a given radiation dose will correspond to a
specific change in temperature in the water-filled test cell, which will in turn
result in a certain defect being created in the refractive index of the irradiated
water. As per Equation 2.16, the optical path length of the light in the test cell
is therefore altered by this refractive index defect, and the fringe pattern on
the detector will be modified according to this ∆OPL.






where E, measured in Joules is the total energy deposited over a mass, m of
water, measured in kilograms. The specific heat of any material is similarly





where ∆E is the amount of energy deposited to induce a temperature change
of ∆T in a given weight, m of the medium. Substituting the specific heat of
water (4185.5 J/kgK) into Equation 2.35 yields an identity for the change in
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The relationship between water temperature and refractive index is empirical
rather than analytical, so a polynomial of the form P(T) = n is required to
convert the known temperature change ∆T to a refractive index change ∆n.
The fitting process and data used to generate the polynomial for this research
is outlined in Section 4.1.2.
With the dependencies of dose, temperature, and refractive index quan-
tified, the two-dimensional map of phase defect ∆Φ between the object and
reference states of the test cell can then be converted to an optical path length





where λ is the laser wavelength. Equation 2.16 from Section 2.1 can then be






This suite of equations therefore provides a pathway for the calcula-
tion of absorbed dose to water, D from the change in phase across the
two-dimensional test cell, ∆Φ, as given by the reconstructed holograms.
2.4 Results of the Prototype DHI Dosimeter
Cavan and Meyer’s research into interferometric dosimetry was undertaken
according to the principles outlined above. Their prototype LFTDH dosime-
ter successfully provided a proof-of-concept as to the utility of DHI for the
purposes of radiation dosimetry. However, the prototype dosimeter had high
uncertainties, with the best-case interpretation of their results suggesting a
minimum uncertainty of 15% on a 40 Gy dose when measured against treat-
ment planning simulations [26].
The main sources of uncertainty contributing to the high noise levels and
resulting lack of sensitivity were environmental and mechanical. The pro-
totype dosimeter was intended only as a proof-of-concept, and so was con-
structed on a strict budget from mostly repurposed optical components. It
was large and fairly heavy, filling most of a 25×75 cm optical breadboard,
and only rudimentary environmental isolation was able to be employed,
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leading to high levels of noise due to the influence of ambient parameters.
The prototype configuration also lacked portability, so had to be disassem-
bled for transport and reassembled on-site for measurements, which greatly
affected the reproducibility of Cavan’s results.
The key challenge encountered by Cavan and Meyer in their testing of
this prototype was that the impact of therapeutic radiation doses upon the
refractive index of water was extremely small. The calculation of refractive
index of water is discussed in full in Chapter 4, but in brief, clinical qual-
ity assurance doses for typical radiotherapy modalities are on the order of










yielding a temperature change of 239 µK, which induces a refractive index
change on the order of 10× 10−9 in a water sample. In addition, clinical dosi-
metric standards as set by the ICRU and the IAEA recommend uncertainties
of no more than 2% in clinically measured dose, in order to keep the total un-
certainty below the recommended 5% limit [19]. This implies that, as a rough
estimate, a dosimeter will need to have a resolution of approximately tens of
micro-Kelvin in order to be clinically useful. A fine temperature resolution
will also make the DHI dosimeter more useful for real-time visualisation of
dose deposition, since the ability to resolve small dose differences will allow
dose maps at smaller time intervals to be distinguished.
2.4.1 Proposed Improvements and the Role of Modelling
Many experimental improvements were suggested by Cavan and Meyer fol-
lowing the testing of the DHI dosimeter prototype, and Cavan’s thesis dis-
cussion can be consulted for a full review [26]. Some of the suggestions, like
miniaturising the system and conducting other geometric improvements are
simple and cost-effective to test. However, others, like acquiring new opti-
cal components, adding additional detector surfaces, and altering the laser
source require the procurement of new components, some of which are pro-
hibitively expensive.
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To this end, it was deemed prudent to simulate the interferometer in an
optical modelling program in order to fully quantify the effect of different un-
certainties and assess which improvements would be the most cost-effective.
The aim of this research is therefore to determine the viability of modelling
the prototype dosimeter in a current optical modelling package (FRED, pro-
duced by Photon Engineering LLC in Tucson Arizona) in order to confirm




Principles of Optical Modelling
In the previous chapter, the propagation and energy distribution of light
waves is described in terms of four-dimensional solutions to the wave equa-
tion (Equation 2.1). Although physically rigorous, this formulation is cum-
bersome in application and computationally expensive, so a different method
is necessary for approximating optical paths in computer modelling appli-
cations. Although the precise algorithms used in FRED (the computational
suite used in this research) are proprietary and thus unknown, the general
principles behind their application will be discussed in this chapter.
3.1 Geometric Optics
Geometric optics is the foundation of most computational optical methods.
The utility of geometric optics lies in its treatment of wave fields as collec-
tions of vectors whose propagation is equivalent to transformation by a se-
ries of linear operators [69]. Modelling optical sources via geometric opti-
cal methods is therefore more computationally viable than using the four-
dimensional solutions to Maxwell’s wave equation, since all the computa-
tional steps are executable with linear algebra, with no numerical approxi-
mations needed [70].
At the heart of geometric optics is the ray, an abstraction which approx-
imates the path along which light propagates under certain conditions. Ge-
ometric optics is underpinned by four assumptions which govern ray be-
haviour. These state that rays propagate in straight lines in homogeneous
media, bend and may split at the interface of dissimilar media, follow a
curved trajectory in materials with a variable refractive index, and may be
absorbed or reflected at the interface between some media.
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FIGURE 3.1: Geometry of ray transfer matrix analysis for an
optical element.
A ray is taken to be the line which is normal to the wavefront of a light
wave at any given point. The direction of the ray is thus the same as the wave
vector (k) at any given point [69].
3.1.1 Ray Transfer Matrix Analysis
In an optomechanical system where all elements are perfectly aligned along








where r is the distance of the ray away from the optical axis and θ is the
angle of propagation away from the optical axis, as shown in Figure 3.1. Each
optical interface that the ray encounters is assigned a 2× 2 matrix with the
form of the matrix determined by the nature of the element. An input ray
(rin) encountering a particular element is operated on by the element matrix
(ME), such that the output ray (rout) is given by
rout = ME rin. (3.2)
Figure 3.2 illustrates a generalised system with an arbitrary number (n) of
optical interfaces where this type of analysis might be applied. The system
is divided into a series of reference planes, numbered 1 through 2n + 2. Each
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FIGURE 3.2: Schematic of the construction of a ray transfer ma-
trix for a generalised optical system. Adapted from [70].
plane is assigned a matrix M such that for every reference plane index i,
ri = Mir(i−1). (3.3)
The radial coordinate and angle of the ray at each optical interface can
therefore be calculated via successive matrix manipulations, such that
r1 = M1rin, r2 = M2r1, . . . rout = M(2n+2)r(2n+1). (3.4)
It follows that by substituting the expression for each ray into the next matrix
multiplication, we obtain an expression for the output ray (rout) in terms of
the input ray (rin) multiplied by each of the propagation matrices:
rout = M(2n+2)M(2n+1)M(2n) . . . M3M2 M1rin. (3.5)
Therefore, a general 2× 2 ray transfer matrix describing an entire optical
system is equal to the outside product of the 2× 2 matrices corresponding to
each reference plane in the system. Equation 3.5 illustrates the computational
expediency of geometrical optical methods; once the system matrix, M, has
been calculated, modelling beam propagation through a system of any num-
ber of optics is reduced to a single matrix-vector multiplication operation.
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The two-dimensional formalism is the simplest case of geometric optics
and only applies to perfectly aligned systems which are completely centred
on the optical axis. Matrix formalisms of higher order also exist, where three,
four, and six dimensional matrices can be used to more thoroughly describe
optical systems [71]. These higher order methods account for linear offset, tilt
and skew of the optical elements from the system axis [72]. The algorithms
of ray tracing are unchanged for these higher order methods, and full system
matrices are found using the same methodology in higher dimensions.
3.1.2 Geometric Optics and Gaussian Beams
The ray transfer matrix analysis described above is useful for well-behaved
light fields with a homogeneous cross-sectional energy density and discrete
boundaries. Provided the field is paraxial and rotationally symmetrical about
the optical axis, one ray placed at the field boundary is sufficient to charac-
terise the field boundaries at the output of the optical system. It can also be
assumed that the cross-sectional energy density is constant throughout the
propagation, barring any absorption or reflection of energy.
Laser beams, which are used in our prototype dosimeter, do not meet
these criteria. Instead of a homogeneous energy distribution, their trans-
verse electric and magnetic field amplitude profiles are apodised in accor-
dance with the Gaussian function






where a, b, and c are constants and r is the radius away from the central
point of the beam. A Gaussian beam also diverges, meaning that its radius
increases and its wavefront curvature evolves as it propagates. These evolv-
ing parameters can be completely expressed as long as the wavelength of the
light (λ) and the radius of its smallest spot size, known as the beam waist
(w0), are known.
The beam waist size and wavelength are used to calculate a beam param-
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which is the propagation distance at which the beam radius is doubled [71].


















An important property of Gaussian functions is that their Fourier trans-
forms are also Gaussian. This is significant; many optical operations are
mathematically characterised as Fourier transforms applied to the electro-
magnetic field, so a Gaussian propagating through a Fourier optical system
will retain its form. This means that a Gaussian beam will remain Gaussian as
long as it travels through homogeneous media, refracts through thin lenses,
or reflects from flat or gently curved mirrors [73].
3.1.3 Gaussian Beam Matrix Analysis
Although the geometry of Gaussian beams is more nuanced than that of the
sources discussed in Section 3.1.1, ray matrix analysis can still be applied to
propagate them through an optical system. This requires the calculation of
the complex beam parameter, q(z), which expresses the wavefront geometry







The Gaussian beam can be propagated through an optical system in the
same way as described above. The propagation equation for a Gaussian












where k is a normalisation constant to keep the second vector element equal
to 1. A Gaussian beam can therefore be propagated through a general system
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by substituting the complex beam vector for the position vector (ri) in Equa-
tion 3.5. The radius of wavefront curvature and the beam radius can thus be
calculated from the complex beam parameter at any point in the beamline.
3.2 Complex Ray Tracing
The geometric optical techniques discussed above are computationally ef-
ficient, but they have some drawbacks. For systems with aspherical opti-
cal components or sharp apertures, this method requires the introduction of
complex transmission functions, some of which poorly approximate the ef-
fects that they are intended to model [71].
More modern optical software packages, including FRED, use a more nu-
anced approach known as complex ray tracing, which utilises electromag-
netic field formalisms for areas of free space propagation, but converts the
field to a collection of rays at the surface of each material interface. This
method is more successful at modelling non-paraxial surfaces and a wider
variety of optical components.
3.2.1 Gaussian Beam Decomposition
Complex ray tracing for Gaussian beams is aided by the fact that any electro-
magnetic field distribution can be represented as a basis set of small Gaus-
sian beamlets which are effectively treated as rays at optical interfaces. This
decomposition facilitates the above computational method and stands as a
middle ground between the ray and field formalisms.
This formalism originated with a Bell Labs scientist, Jacques Arnaud [74].
Arnaud proposed that Gaussian beams could be fully represented by a base
ray and a collection of secondary parabasal rays, of which there are two
types: waist and divergence. Parabasal waist rays propagate parallel to the
base ray at a distance of the beam waist radius w0, and effectively track the
centre of the ray through the system. Divergence rays intersect the base ray
in the plane of the beam waist, and propagate outwards in a cone at an an-
gle θ, tracking the envelope of the diverging spherical wave in the far field.
This collection of base, waist and divergence rays comprises one Gaussian
beamlet, as shown in Figure 3.3.





FIGURE 3.3: Illustration of the decomposition of a Gaussian
beamlet into rays.
The divergence angle θ is calculated via the same equations which deter-





where λ is the wavelength of the light and w0 is the beam waist.
A superposition of Gaussian beamlets can be used to represent any op-
tical field of interest. It is important to note that this representation is an
approximation, the quality of which is highly influenced by the overlap fac-
tor between beamlets and the number of beamlets being used. Figure 3.4
shows beamlet diagrams and measured irradiance profiles for a flat square
field represented by 121 rays with small, medium and large overlap profiles
respectively. It is clear that if the overlap factor is too low, as in Figure 3.4a,
the irradiance profile develops non-physical fluctuations with peaks at the
centre of each beamlet. However, if the overlap factor is too large, small fea-
tures are blurred by the large ray diameter, as in Figure 3.4c where the sharp
field boundary appears as a Gaussian shoulder instead.
Equation 3.12 illustrates a final issue in parameter selection for the Gaus-
sian beam decomposition approximation. Since increasing the ray number
will decrease the waist radius in order to preserve the overlap factor, ac-
cording to Equation 3.12, this will increase the divergence angle, θ, of the
field. Ray overlap factor and number must therefore be balanced in order to
achieve reasonable adherence to the field’s irradiance map without the field
becoming excessively divergent.
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(a) Beamlet diagram and intensity profile for a Gaussian beam with a small overlap
factor.
(b) Beamlet diagram and intensity profile for a Gaussian beam with a medium over-
lap factor.
(c) Beamlet diagram and intensity profile for a Gaussian beam with a large overlap
factor.
FIGURE 3.4: Comparison between Gaussian decompositions
with different ray numbers for the same square laser field.
3.2.2 Field Resampling
Due to the balance between representing both the field irradiance and diver-
gence of an optical source, different beamlet geometries are often required
to adequately trace complex optical systems. For example, a configuration
with fewer rays is desirable for tracing free-space propagation over long dis-
tances in order to avoid problematic levels of divergence [75]. Contrastingly,
interaction with problematic optical elements, like hard-edged apertures or
attenuators, requires a large number of sample points to adequately model
the discrete amplitude steps at the edge of the field [76].
It is therefore common practice in complex ray tracing to generate new
beamlet configurations at problematic areas in the optical system being
traced. The rays will be propagated surface-by-surface through the system,
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and when a resampling plane is reached, the irradiance map of the field is
measured. A new beamlet configuration is then specified to replicate the
field at this point. For large or highly irregular optical geometries, it may be
necessary to resample the field several times. Commercial optical modelling
software will generally include a GUI or scripting element to facilitate field
resampling. FRED includes both, and their operation is discussed in Section
4.3.2 where a field resampling protocol was developed for the prototype
LFTDH dosimeter model.
3.2.3 Analysis Tools
Tracking the evolution of the wave field as it is traced through a model is
critical for creating optical simulations with complex ray tracing and coher-
ent sources. Below is a brief summary of the FRED analysis tools used to
monitor field parameters, troubleshoot the model and export the irradiance
data as holograms. Each of these functions is executed on an analysis plane,
which is the FRED analogue of a detector chip, with configurable dimen-
sions and resolutions in the x and y axes. Any number of these surfaces can
be added to the hierarchy in order to characterise the beam at any point in
the model.
The ‘Irradiance Spread’ function mimics a simple camera acquisition,
measuring a 2-D map of the wave intensity across the detector surface. It
was used to check the spatial irradiance distribution for artefacts and to
collect the holograms on an analysis plane configured to match the Pixelink
CMOS detector.
The ‘Gaussian Spot Size Diagram’ (GSSD) analysis function returns a map
of all the Gaussian beamlets, with each base ray plotted as a point with a
circle around it representing the 1/e2 amplitude radius of the beamlet. The
evolving radius of the 1/e2 beamlet radius can be used to track the divergence
of wave fields through an optical model.
The ‘Spatially Resample Field’ function measures the irradiance map of a
wave field on an analysis surface, then resamples the field into a new selec-
tion of Gaussian beamlets. Each pixel in the detector is used as the origin for
one new base ray, and the beam overlap factor is specified to determine the
waist size and divergence angle.
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Finally, the scalar wave field function measures a wave field at the anal-
ysis plane and outputs a structure including two-dimensional maps of its
phase, wavefront contours, and other complex parameters on the surface.
This was not employed in any numerical analyses in this research, but was
useful for troubleshooting problems with the simulation, since visualising
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As discussed in Section 2.3.1, interferometer sensitivity is of crucial impor-
tance for interferometric radiation dosimetry. Broadly speaking, a typical
radiation dose delivered to water will generate temperature changes on the
order of milli-Kelvin and will therefore perturb the refractive index of the
water sample by 10−9 or less [77]. Therefore, any interferometer used in
a clinical setting must be capable of resolving temperature changes of this
magnitude, and FRED must be able to accurately model the nanoscale op-
tical effects caused by these small changes if it is to be used to model our
prototype interferometer.
In order to verify that FRED was fit for purpose before constructing a
detailed model of our prototype interferometer, preliminary investigations
were undertaken. To this end, a basic Michelson interferometer was first
modelled to test the coherent light functionality of FRED against a well-
understood system with easily verifiable results. The results of this analysis
were used to confirm that FRED’s handling of interferometric phenomena
was sensitive to sub-wavelength changes in optical path length.
Once these preliminary explorations were completed, an extremely sim-
plified version of the lensless Fourier transform interferometric dosimeter
was constructed. In order to analyse the images acquired with this model,
hologram reconstruction algorithms first had to be adapted from those de-
veloped by Cavan et al. Following this, the system required alignment and
optimisation in order to yield useful results. Once the system was optimised,
the spatial resolution and dose resolving power of the modelled interferome-
ter were tested and compared to theoretical limitations and the experimental
observations of Cavan et al.
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Finally, once it was verified that FRED was fit for the purpose of mod-
elling our prototype dosimeter, a complete model which included all beam-
expanding optics and turning mirrors was configured. This required char-
acterisation measurements to be undertaken on the laser so that an accurate
representation of the optical source could be created. The optics used in the
prototype dosimeter also had to be parametrised and individually created in
FRED. Once the source and optics were initialised, the model was created,
aligned and optimised, and the spatial and dose resolution were tested the
same way as for the simple LFTDH model described above.
4.1 Michelson Interferometer
Before modelling the prototype LFT-style radiation dosimeter, we chose to
confirm that the coherent light functionality in FRED was precise enough to
be applied to interferometry. To this end, a simple Michelson interferome-
ter was created in FRED’s graphical design environment. The interferome-
ter was similar to that used by Cavan in the early testing stages of her doc-
toral research [26], which in turn was based upon the interferometer used by
















(b) FRED model of the Michelson inter-
ferometer.
FIGURE 4.1: The Michelson interferometer configuration used
for preliminary experiments.
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The Michelson interferometer is a simple double-pass interferometer con-
sisting minimally of two mirrors and a beam splitter, as shown in Figure 4.1a.
The beam splitter creates coherent reference and object beams, which are re-
flected from separate mirrors and recombined through the same beam split-
ter on the return trip. The recombined beams then fall upon the CMOS de-
tector chip, which records the resultant interference pattern. If the reference
and object mirrors are aligned at a precise right angle, the interference fringes
manifest as concentric circles. However, if the object mirror is tilted off-axis,
the expected fringe pattern will change from circular to linear comb-tooth
fringes. A screenshot of the FRED model is shown in Figure 4.1b alongside
the schematic of the interferometer.
4.1.1 Interferometric Testing Procedure
In order to ensure that the output of the FRED model was consistent with the
physical reality of interferometry, simple changes were made to the geometry
of the Michelson interferometer which would have predictable effects on the
interference pattern.
First, the object mirror (M1) of the interferometer was incrementally trans-
lated over a distance of 316.4 nm, or half the HeNe laser wavelength. This in-
creased the optical path length of the object beam by one wavelength while
the reference beam remained fixed. The predicted effect of this translation
was that the fringe pattern would cycle through one count, meaning that the
central fringe would fade and reappear exactly once.
For the second test, the object mirror (M1) was tilted incrementally and
the fringe pattern was recorded for each mirror inclination. As the mirror tilt
became more pronounced, it was predicted that the path length difference in
the object beam across the detector would increase. The expectation was thus
that the fringes would form concentric circles when the mirror inclination
was 0◦, and would trend increasingly toward a linear comb-tooth pattern
with increasing mirror tilt. The spacing of the fringes was also expected to
decrease with increasing tilt, due to an increasing number of fringe cycles
being represented across the detector.
Once these first tests confirmed that FRED’s coherence handling was ro-
bust enough to be applied to interferometric systems in general, a specific
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proof-of-concept of the principles underlying our DHI dosimeter was un-
dertaken. A simple MATLAB script was created to calculate the change in
refractive index in a water sample due to a given absorbed radiation dose.
Next, this refractive index value was used to calculate the change in opti-
cal path length across a water cell in the prototype dosimeter. The mirror in
the Michaelson interferometer was then translated to induce an equivalent
∆OPL in order to test whether a change of this magnitude was detectable in
FRED.
4.1.2 Interferometric Testing Results
Mirror Translation
The fringe patterns generated by each mirror translation are shown in Fig-
ures 4.2a through 4.2f. Because this is a double-pass interferometer, note that
each translation of the object mirror over a distance of 0.1λ, where λ is the
laser wavelength, induces a ∆OPL of 0.2λ between the object and reference
beams.
It can be seen that the central maximum is brightest in Figure 4.2a, where
there is no path length difference. Translating the mirror by this length five
times results in one fringe-count cycle where the central fringe broadens and
dims in Figure 4.2b, reaches its minimum between Figures 4.2c and 4.2d,
and then reappears in Figure 4.2e. In addition, it can be seen that the fringe
patterns in Figures 4.2a 4.2f are identical, which is as expected given that in
both these trials ∆OPL was an integer multiple of the wavelength.
This result is as expected, and aligns with the mathematics governing the
fringe patterns of a Michelson interferometer [42]. This verifies that FRED’s
coherence physics handling is robust enough to resolve sub-wavelength op-
tical path length changes, indicating that FRED is suitable for precision inter-
ferometry.
It is important to note that as the position data for optical elements is
stored as a double precision number in FRED, there exists a hard lower limit
on the resolution of small path length differences. However in the worst case,
this lower limit is 15 decimal points, equivalent to atto-metre precision when
the system units are set to milli-metres. This is many orders of magnitude be-
low the optical path length shifts that we can measure, and therefore cannot
impact the physical interpretation of our hologram results [78].
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(a) ∆OPL = 0 (b) ∆OPL = 0.2λ (c) ∆OPL = 0.4λ
(d) ∆OPL = 0.6λ (e) ∆OPL = 0.8λ (f) ∆OPL = 1.0λ
FIGURE 4.2: Evolution of simulated fringe patterns as mirror
translation increases from 0 to 0.5 λ.
Mirror Tilt
As the mirror was tilted an increasing amount about its vertical axis, the
fringe pattern generated by the interferometer shifted observably from con-
centric circles at 0◦ tilt in Figure 4.3a toward a comb-tooth pattern in Figures
4.3b and onwards. In addition, as the mirror tilt was increased, the fringes
became less curved and more closely spaced, evolving toward a dense linear
pattern at 1◦ mirror tilt in Figure 4.3f.
Both of these trends were as expected from the theory of a Michelson in-
terferometer [42]. Increasing the mirror tilt increased the optical path length
gradient across the detector, causing an increase in the number of vertical
fringes observed. These observations were also consistent with those docu-
mented by Cavan during the early development of her interferometer [26].
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(a) No tilt. (b) 0.05◦ mirror tilt. (c) 0.1◦ mirror tilt.
(d) 0.25◦ mirror tilt. (e) 0.5◦ mirror tilt. (f) 1◦ mirror tilt.
FIGURE 4.3: Evolution of simulated Michelson interferome-
ter fringe patterns as the object mirror (M1) was incrementally
tilted from a 0◦ offset to a 1◦ offset.
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Dose to Optical Path Length Calculations
In order to test that FRED was capable of resolving optical path length
changes (∆OPL) on the small scales associated with radiation dosimetry,
a MATLAB routine, ‘DoseToOPL’, was developed. This script took user
inputs of absorbed dose, initial cell temperature, and geometric path length
through the test cell and returned the ∆OPL caused by the irradiation. The
full ‘DoseToOPL’ script is included in Appendix A.1.
The first stage of this calculation proceeded exactly as described in our
introduction to the prototype DHI dosimeter in Section 2.3.1. Specifically,
Equation 2.37 was used to calculate the change in temperature of the test
cell, and this value was added to the initial temperature to calculate the post-
irradiation cell temperature.




















FIGURE 4.4: Graph of the measured refractive index data (cir-
cles) against the fitted third-degree polynomial (dashed line).
Calculating the refractive index of the test cell based on its temperature
was more complex, as no analytical relationship exists between these quan-
tities. An empirical method was therefore employed to calculate the cell’s
refractive index. Using data from a 2016 study [77], a third degree poly-
nomial was used to estimate the relationship between refractive index and
temperature. The experimental data and empirical fit are shown in Figure
4.4 as circled points and a dashed line respectively.
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The data used to generate this fit and the complete coefficients of the poly-
nomial P, where n = P(T) can be found in Appendix A.1. This polynomial
was used to calculate the expected change in refractive index of water given
its initial temperature and the temperature increase induced by irradiation.
The final step in the calculation was to calculate the optical path length
change (∆OPL) induced by the alteration in refractive index. As stated by
Equation 2.16, the optical path length is the product of the refractive index
and the geometric path length. Therefore the change in optical path length
is simply the product of the geometric path length and the refractive index
change:
∆OPL = d∆n (4.1)
This product was then subtracted from the reference optical path length,
which was calculated for the cell at its initial temperature. The resultant
∆OPL was exported by the ‘DoseToOPL’ script.
Clinical OPL Resolution Test
With the ‘DoseToOPL’ script completed, a final test was conducted on the
Michelson interferometer in order to establish that FRED was capable of
sensing optical path length changes on the order relevant to clinical dosime-
try. Three representative doses were selected and the change in optical path
length (∆OPL) induced by each dose was calculated. The test mirror in the
Michelson interferometer was then translated to induce each of these path
length changes and interference patterns were measured for each transla-
tion. The interference patterns were examined to ensure that there was a
quantifiable difference between the zero-translation reference state and each
of the irradiated states to confirm that FRED was capable of interferometri-
cally sensing path length changes on the scales relevant to our dosimeter.
The doses selected for this test were intended to reflect clinically relevant
dosimetric quantities. Specifically, optical path length changes correspond-
ing to doses of 2 Gy, 2.04 Gy, and 0.008 Gy were calculated with the ’Dose-
ToOPL’ script and modelled in the Michelson interferometer. The 2 Gy dose
was chosen to correspond to a total dose deposition of 200 Monitor Units
(MU) on a typical linear accelerator under standard calibration conditions, a
dose value which is routinely measured as part of linear accelerator quality
assurance [19]. The dose of 2.04 Gy was selected to ensure that the required
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Dose (Gy) ∆OPL (mm) Translation (mm)
0.008 3.3010× 10−9 1.6505× 10−9
2 8.2526× 10−7 4.1263× 10−7
2.04 8.4177× 10−7 4.2088× 10−7
TABLE 4.1: Parameters calculated with ’DoseToOPL’ to estab-
lish the mirror translation necessary to model each dose.
uncertainty window of 2 % could be distinguished from the 2 Gy measure-
ment. Finally, the dose of 8 mGy was chosen to roughly reflect one second
of dose deposition at 50 MU/s, or 0.5 Gy s−1, which is on the low end of the
dose rate for clinical linear accelerators. Resolving a dose of this magnitude
in FRED would allow us to model the potential real-time dose tracking ap-
plications of the prototype dosimeter.
It is important to note that these values are rough estimates of doses en-
countered in only one type of quality assurance radiation dosimetry. They
are not reflective of all linear accelerator dosimetry, and do not apply to
dosimetry on other modalities. However they are more than sufficient to
provide an order-of-magnitude estimate of the path length changes which
this dosimetric system, and thus the software being used to model it, are
required to resolve.
Each absorbed dose investigated in this trial is shown in Table 4.1 along-
side the optical path length change it induces, and the test mirror translation
required to model it. These calculations assume an initial cell temperature of
20 ◦C and a test cell with a geometric path length of 20 mm, equal to the path
length of the test cell used in our dosimeter.
Interference patterns were generated for each of the required mirror trans-
lation values, and profiles were collected across the centre of each one. The
reference zero-dose profile was then subtracted from the profiles represent-
ing each of the dose-equivalent mirror translations. Figure 4.5 shows the
difference plot between each of the profiles and the zero-dose profile. It can
be seen that the profiles corresponding to the different doses are distinguish-
able from the zero-phase profile, and from one another. This is a very basic
analysis, and does not take into account aliasing effects from phase overlap,
but it serves as a basic proof of concept that FRED is capable of interferomet-
rically sensing optical path length differences on the order of those found in
clinical dosimetry.
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FIGURE 4.5: Differences between the zero-dose interference
pattern and the pattern collected for each mirror translation cor-
responding to the OPL generated by the specified dose.
4.2 Simple LFTDH Model
In the Michelson interferometer trials, we verified that FRED was able to ade-
quately model interference effects and resolve optical path length changes on
the scales relevant to clinical DHI radiation dosimetry. With this confirmed,
the process of modelling the prototype LFTDH dosimeter created by Cavan
and Meyer was begun.
4.2.1 Model Configuration
Model Geometry
The initial simulation of the prototype dosimeter was configured as simply
as possible, as per the diagram in Figure 4.6. To circumvent the beamsplitter
and beam-expanding optics, the reference and object beams were initialised
as two separate sources. The object beam was configured as a collimated
plane wave with a semi-aperture of 10 mm, to represent a laser beam of ra-
dius 0.5 mm magnified by the 20-times maginfication beam expander. The
reference beam was configured as a spherical wave emanating from a point
source, replicating the reference beam after focusing by the plano-convex
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lens. The CMOS was placed at 260 mm from the focal plane, which was the








FIGURE 4.6: Schematic of the simplest FRED model initially
used to represent the LFTDH dosimeter.
Several different phantoms were configured and added to the simulation
so that different imaging tests could be conducted. Each of these is described
in detail in the relevent section. All of the phantoms were centred on the
optical axis of the object beam in the x-y plane, and on the z-coordinate of
the reference beam focal point. Each phantom was then assigned the general
keyword ‘Phantom’ and a second unique keyword identifier, such that its
identity could be obtained programmatically.
Although greatly simplified, the basic geometry of this simple LFTDH
interferometer is the same as that of the experimental prototype dosimeter,
so the reconstruction algorithms used by Cavan et al. were able to be adapted
to later reconstruct the holograms generated by this system.
Hologram Export Code
A FRED subroutine, ‘ExportHolograms’ was created in order to capture holo-
grams from the simulation and export them in a tab-delimited format so that
they could be easily imported into MATLAB. The code for this subroutine is
included in Appendix B.1.
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‘ExportHolograms’ has four user-specified parameters. The save direc-
tory and experiment name are specified by the user to construct the path and
file names of the reference and object holograms. The name of the analysis
surface being used to collect the holograms and the unique keyword attached
to the phantom object being imaged are also specified by the user.
This script uses the ‘Phantom’ keyword to find the node number of ev-
ery phantom object and set each of them to be untraceable, placing the in-
terferometer in its reference state. The model is then raytraced, and the in-
terference pattern between the object and reference beams is sampled using
FRED’s inbuilt ‘Irradiance Spread Function’. Each element in this numeric
matrix is then written to a .dat file and saved to the user-specified file name
and directory.
The unique keyword identifier is then used to find the node number of the
phantom object being imaged and set it to be traceable. The above process is
then repeated and an object hologram is exported in the same manner, to the
same directory. The reference and object hologram files are distinguished by
the suffixes ‘Ref’ and ‘Obj’.
4.2.2 Initial Hologram Reconstruction
Initial object reconstruction trials were carried out on a completely absorb-
ing black square with an edge length of 2 mm. This trial was analogous to
early tests conducted by Cavan on the prototype dosimeter, where letters
printed on transparent sheets were imaged and reconstructed interferomet-
rically [26].
The first hologram pair produced by this simulation is displayed in Fig-
ure 4.7, alongside a hologram pair captured experimentally by Cavan during
her research. It can be seen that the simulated and experimental images have
a similar underlying structure, with both exhibiting the concentric ring pat-
tern which is expected from using a spherical reference beam. However, the
simulated holograms are considerably less noisy, and the attenuating object
is more easily visible in the simulation compared to the experimental data.
Despite the superficial similarities in the holograms, attempting the im-
age reconstruction process described in Section 2.2.2 immediately revealed a
problem. The first reconstructed interferogram produced by our simulation
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(a) Simulated reference hologram. (b) Simulated object hologram.
(c) Experimental reference hologram. (d) Experimental object hologram.
FIGURE 4.7: Comparison between simulated and experimental
holograms obtained from Cavan [26].
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(a) Simulated interferogram. (b) Experimental interferogram.
FIGURE 4.8: Comparison between interferogram generated by
simulated holograms and interferogram generated by experi-
mental holograms obtained from Cavan [26].
(shown in Figure 4.8a) was quite dissimilar from that produced experimen-
tally by the prototype dosimeter (shown in Figure 4.8b), to the extent that it
was unclear whether the real and virtual image regions were present at all in
the simulated interferogram.
Strong vertical and horizontal artefacts were observed in the simulated
interferogram, but were not present in the experimental hologram recon-
struction. These artefacts were hypothesised to be caused by the lack of at-
mospheric and vibrational fluctuation between the simulated reference and
object holograms. Because the reconstructed interferograms are displayed
in the frequency domain, the environmental noise in the experimental holo-
grams causes a flattening of the background relative to the DC and image
terms. This makes identifying the regions of interest in the experimentally
derived interferogram considerably easier than in the simulated interfero-
gram.
To solve this problem, Gaussian white noise was introduced to our sim-
ulated reference and object holograms in order to flatten the background of
the interferogram and allow the image regions to be more readily observed.
The resultant interferogram is shown in Figure 4.9a, and is much more simi-
lar to the reconstruction of the experimentally-derived holograms. From this
reconstruction, it is apparent that the virtual and real images are present, but
truncated due to poor interferometer alignment. The image regions are also
affected by a new type of artefact, with regions of concentric circles appear-
ing at the edge of the interferogram (shown in Figure 4.9b).
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(a) Simulated interferogram with added
Gaussian white noise.
(b) Close-up of image region from Figure
4.9a showing edge artefacts.
FIGURE 4.9: Simulated interferogram after addition of white
noise to holograms.
The image reconstruction GUI created by Cavan displays the interfero-
gram generated by the selected holograms and allows the user to select the
region of interest (ROI) containing the image to be reconstructed. In order to
allow the user to select the correct ROI from within the artefact-free interfer-
ogram, the GUI was modified to temporarily add noise. This enabled easy
visualisation of the correct ROI. Noise-free data are then passed to the recon-
struction algorithm, such that the results are not affected by the added white
noise. The modified image reconstruction code is included in Appendix A.3.
Figure 4.10d shows the final reconstruction of the first holograms ob-
tained from the simulation. It shows the 2 mm attenuating square, partially
distorted by the ring artefacts which appeared in the interferogram. To con-
firm that this square was in fact a reconstruction of our phantom object, the
phantom was changed to a triangle pointing towards the top of the CMOS
detector. The holograms are shown in Figures 4.11a and 4.11b. They were re-
constructed by the same method, yielding the interferogram in Figure 4.11c
and the reconstructed image in Figure 4.11d, showing that the reconstruction
indeed reflected the phantom object, although distortions were caused by the
edge artefacting in the image region.
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(a) Simulated reference hologram. (b) Simulated object hologram with
square phantom.
(c) Interferogram generated by the above
holograms.
(d) Reconstruction of the phase differ-
ence map generated by the introduction
of a square phantom object.
FIGURE 4.10: Image series showing the reconstruction process
for the attenuating square phantom.
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(a) Simulated reference hologram. (b) Simulated object hologram with tri-
angle phantom.
(c) Interferogram generated by the above
holograms.
(d) Reconstruction of the phase dif-
ference map generated by the triangle
phantom object.
FIGURE 4.11: Image series showing the reconstruction process
for an attenuating triangle phantom.
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4.2.3 Aligning and Optimising the Simulation
Following the partial success of our initial hologram reconstruction, the
FRED model needed to be aligned and optimised. Optimising the lensless
Fourier transform interferometer is a compromise between two goals. The
first goal is to maximise the size of the twin and virtual images, such that
the reconstruction area is of as high a resolution as possible. The second is
to maintain sufficient separation in Fourier space between the bright central
term and the images, such that reconstruction is not compromised by the
DC term. Thus an ideal interferometer alignment will yield a reconstructed
interferogram similar to the one shown in Figure 4.8b, obtained from
Cavan’s thesis.
There are two specific parameters in the model configuration which gov-
ern the geometry of the interferogram in frequency space. First, the distance
between the focal plane of the reference beam and the camera is inversely
proportional to the magnification of the real and virtual images. Second, the
transverse separation between the object and reference beams in the plane
parallel to the imaging surface, designated the x-y plane in our FRED simu-
lation, governs the position of the image components of the interferogram. If
the object and reference beams are co-incident in the x-y plane, the DC term
and both images will be coincident in frequency space. Increasing their sep-
aration in the x-y plane will separate the images from one another and from
the DC term.
Object-to-Camera Distance
To find a suitable object-to-camera distance, the z-coordinate of the analy-
sis plane representing the CMOS chip was varied, and a hologram pair was
collected at each distance. The reconstructed interferograms correspond-
ing to object-to-camera distances of 125 mm, 250 mm, 375 mm, 500 mm, and
1000 mm are shown in order in Figures 4.12a through 4.12f.
It is apparent that the simulation obeys the magnification rule, and the im-
age component increases in magnification with decreasing object-to-camera
distance. Based on these results, a CMOS distance of 375 mm was chosen
for the next round of optimisation, as the intrerferogram generated at this
distance (shown in Figure 4.12c) had suitably magnified image components
without being truncated.
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(a) Object-to-camera dis-
tance of 125 mm
(b) Object-to-camera dis-
tance of 250 mm
(c) Object-to-camera dis-
tance of 375 mm
(d) Object-to-camera dis-
tance of 500 mm
(e) Object-to-camera dis-
tance of 750 mm
(f) Object-to-camera dis-
tance of 1000 mm.
FIGURE 4.12: Comparison of interferograms with varying
object-to-camera distance.
In addition, the magnification trials revealed the source of the ring arte-
facts observed in the image regions of the first interferogram, displayed in
Figure 4.9b. It can be seen in Figure 4.12a that when the image regions are
magnified to the extent that they overlap in the centre of the interferogram,
the same ring artefacts are observed in the areas of overlap. The pattern on
the initial reconstruction in Figure 4.9b is thus presumed to be the result of
overlap of the image regions on their outside edges, due to the cyclic nature
of fequency space.
Reference Beam Focus Position
With a suitable CMOS distance selected, the x and y coordinates of the ref-
erence beam’s focal position were adjusted in order to optimise the position
of the images within the frequency domain of the interferogram. Separations
of 10 mm, 7.5 mm, and 5 mm between the centre of the object beam and the
reference beam were tested. The results are displayed in Figure 4.13
Using a smaller separation between the reference and object beams cre-
ated a larger buffer between the edge of the interferogram and the image
components. This meant a greater magnification of the image components
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(a) Reference position of
(5, 0)
(b) Reference position of
(7.5, 0)
(c) Reference position of
(10, 0)
(d) Reference position of
(5, 5)
(e) Reference position of
(7.5, 7.5)
(f) Reference position of
(10, 10)
FIGURE 4.13: Comparison of interferograms with varying ref-
erence beam position.
could be achieved. To facilitate this, the CMOS was shifted closer to the im-
age plane, with a final reference position of (x, y) = (6, 6) and an object-to-
camera distance of 250 mm selected. The interferogram and reconstruction
of the square from this final configuration is shown in Figure 4.14
This successful reconstruction marked the completion of our simple
LFTDH model and the successful adaptation of Cavan et al’s reconstruction
algorithms to process the simulated results.
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(a) Interferogram generated from final
alignment.
(b) Log display of the phase difference
map generated by the attenuating square
phantom.
FIGURE 4.14: Final interferogram and reconstructed phase dif-
ference (∆Φ) map showing the attenuating square phantom.
4.2.4 Characterisation Tests
The bulk of the analysis in this thesis will be confined to the more complex
LFTDH model, the development of which is described in Section 4.3 below.
However it was important to ensure that the simple LFTDH simulation con-
formed to expected performance parameters before building on it to create
more complex configurations. To this end, the spatial resolving power of the
system was characterised, and it was tested that that the simple simulation
was capable of resolving clinically relevant dose distributions.
Spatial Resolving Power
The most common metric of an imaging system’s spatial resolving power is
its MTF, or modulation transfer function. A system’s MTF is effectively a
plot of the contrast of a line pair imaged by the system against the spatial fre-
quency of the line pair being imaged [79]. It is therefore used in many fields,
from photography to medical imaging, to quantify how well small features
are resolved by a given imaging system and assign a limit to the system’s
spatial resolving power. MTF measurement can be undertaken using several
methods, and for a more thorough review of these, an imaging theory text
such as Bushberg’s The Essential Physics of Medical Imaging should be con-
sulted [79]. In our case, to calculate the MTF of the virtual simple LFTDH
dosimeter, a fully attenuating slanted-edge phantom was created in FRED
and placed at the same location as the attenuating square from earlier trials.
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Reference and object holograms were collected and reconstructed using the
methodology outlined in Section 4.2.1.
FIGURE 4.15: ImageJ plugin GUI used for MTF calculations.
The image processing software ImageJ, created at the National Institutes
of Health in Bethesda Maryland, was then used to find the system’s MTF
from the image it acquired of the slant-edged phantom. An MTF processing
plugin, created by Mitja et al. at the Polytechnic University of Catalonia, was
used to carry out the MTF calculations [80]. A screenshot of the MTF calcu-
lation GUI is shown in Figure 4.15. To find the MTF, a region of interest was
selected on the greyscale image of the phantom, and the detector size and
resolution along one axis were entered so that an absolute MTF (expressed in
cycles per mm) could be obtained. Detector size and resolution could also be
omitted, and the resulting system MTF would be expressed in relative terms
of cycles per pixel.
As described in Section 2.2.2, the algorithms which reconstruct our holo-
grams into two-dimensional dose maps do so first by creating an interfero-
gram (representing the interference phase between the reference and object
states) and then by virtually re-illuminating this interferogram with the ref-
erence beam via an adapted Fresnel diffraction algorithm (Equation 2.31) in
order to reconstruct the complex amplitude of the object wave in the image
plane. The phase of this object wave (φ(xI , yI)) can then be extracted and
transformed from a discontinuous zero-to-2π phase map to a map of abso-
lute phase difference (∆Φ(xI , yI)) via aphase unwrapping algorithm created
by Herráez et al. based on Equation 2.34 [81].
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The first attempt to find the MTF of the interferometer was carried out us-
ing the two-dimensional ∆Φ map obtained via the Herráez phase unwrapper
(shown in Figure 4.16a). This attempt failed to produce a usable MTF, but ex-
amining the image immediately revealed the likely cause. The Herráez phase
unwrapper is optimised for unwrapping continuous, gradual phase changes,
rather than strong discontinuities with extremely high phase gradients [81].
The resultant phase-unwrapped image is therefore strongly artefacted, with
blocky regions divided by jagged lines of phase change.
(a) The phase unwrapped reconstruction
which failed to produce an MTF.
(b) The cropped image from the interfer-
ogram used in the MTF calculations.
FIGURE 4.16: Comparison between the two images used for
MTF calculations.
Calculating MTF from a slanted edge relies on finding the edge spread
function (ESF) of the image, converting this to a line spread function (LSF),
and taking the Fourier transform in order to find the MTF [79]. The calcu-
lations assume a roughly sinusoidal and continuous LSF. It is therefore hy-
pothesised that the MTF calculation failed for the phase-unwrapped image
shown in Figure 4.16a because a continuous LSF of this nature could not be
found. To solve this problem, the cropped image region of the interferogram
(shown in Figure 4.16b) was used to calculate the MTF instead of the un-
wrapped phase map.
Using the interferogram image region to calculate the system MTF does
not give an entirely complete picture of the dosimeter’s spatial resolution.
The phase unwrapper introduces artefacts, the nature of which vary depend-
ing on the phantom geometry and the steepness of the phase gradients in the
reconstruction, and these artefacts will impact the spatial resolution beyond
what the interferogram MTF will show. However, calculating the MTF based
on the interferogram image region is sufficient to provide a point of com-
parison between the different interferometer configurations modelled over
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FIGURE 4.17: Screenshot of the fencepost phantom as config-
ured in FRED.
the course of this research. This was thus the approach used from this point
forward.
A more subjective measure of the system’s spatial resolution was also car-
ried out in order to quantify the impact of the reconstruction algorithms, in
particular the phase unwrapper. A fencepost phantom was created in FRED
in accordance with the image shown in Figure 4.17. It was configured as
a plane with x and y dimensions of 6.5 mm and 5.25 mm respectively, and
was divided into twenty 1 mm square regions. Each of these regions was
populated with line pairs of a different spatial frequency from 1 lp/mm to
20 lp/mm.
This fencepost phantom was then imaged using the procedure de-
scribed in Section 4.2.1 and the holograms were reconstructed and phase
unwrapped. The unwrapped image was divided into its constituent regions
and an average profile across each region was collected. These average
profiles were examined subjectively to assess the spatial resolution limit of
the system, where the number of line pairs in the region could no longer be
clearly counted.
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Dose Resolving Power
The ability of the simple LFTDH system to detect variations in dose across
the test cell was then assessed. To achieve this, a contrast-detail test phantom
was created in FRED. The phantom was configured as shown in Figure 4.18
with circular areas of varying refractive index arranged in a grid according
to the amount of dose to water they represent in the x-axis (A through E) and
their spot diameter in the y-axis (1 through 4). Columns A through E repre-
sent doses of 1 , 0.5 , 0.1 , 0.05 and 0.01 Gy respectively. The regions from rows
1 through 4 have diameters of 1 , 0.5 , 0.25 ,and 0.1 mm respectively. These
dose areas were embedded in a block of room-temperature water.





FIGURE 4.18: Schematic of the contrast-detail phantom created
to test the dose resolution of our interferometer. Columns A
through E represent doses of 1 , 0.5 , 0.1 , 0.05 and 0.01 Gy re-
spectively. Rows 1 through 3 have diameters of 1 , 0.5 , 0.25 ,and
0.1 mm respectively.
An enitity’s refractive index in FRED is determined by the "Material" pa-
rameter which is assigned to it. Thus several new materials were created
in FRED to represent water after irradiation by each of the five doses listed
above. The induced temperature change, final water temperature and result-
ing refractive indices were calculated for each dose using the methodology
outlined in Section 4.1.2, using a polynomial fit to estimate the refractive in-
dex for water of each given temperature. The values for the modelled dose
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TABLE 4.2: Parameters calculated with ’DoseToOPL’ to estab-
lish the mirror translation necessary to model each dose.
deposited, the post-irradiation temperature and the resulting refractive in-
dex of the water are shown in Table 4.2. These calculations assume an initial
cell temperature of 20 ◦C, taken to be room temperature for the purposes of
this research.
The contrast-detail phantom was added to the simulation and imaged. A
reference hologram was acquired of the room-temperature water block with
no added dose areas. The dose regions were then added to the phantom
and an object hologram was acquired. An image of the contrast-detail phan-
tom was then reconstructed as per the methodology previously outlined in
Section 4.2.2. The reconstruction of the contrast-detail phantom was then
examined to assess which voxels could be discerned.
4.2.5 Simple LFTDH Model Characterisation Results
Spatial Resolution
Figure 4.19 shows the MTF calculated from the interferogram image region.
Conventionally, the spatial resolution limit of the system is taken to be the
point at which MTF( f ) = 0.1. The simple LFTDH simulation therefore has a
spatial resolution limit of 47 lp/mm according to these MTF measurements.
Since this neglects the impact of the hologram reconstruction process, this
can be taken only as an upper estimate of the spatial resolution limit.
The phase-unwrapped reconstruction of the fencepost phantom, shown
in Figure 4.20, was divided into its constituent regions to collect the average
line profiles for each spatial frequency. The average profile collected for the
19 lp/mm and 20 lp/mm regions are shown in Figures 4.21a and 4.21b re-
spectively. These are included to give an indication of the appearance of the
line profiles just before and after the spatial resolution limit. in the first, 19
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FIGURE 4.19: MTF of the simple LFTDH interferometer simu-
lation.
peak-trough pairs can be clearly distinguished. In the second, the 20 peaks
that should be present are not clearly defined. The spatial resolution limit of
the system was therefore found to be 19 lp/mm. This is significantly lower
than the spatial resolution limit given by the MTF in Figure 4.19, which is
as expected since the fencepost test also accounts for the impact of the phase
unwrapper.
Contrast-Detail Resolution
Examining the contrast-detail map shown in Figure 4.22a shows that every
dose region except for the three smallest radius and lowest dose voxels can
be resolved. As expected, the contrast drops as the dose decreases. This
demarcation line between the visible and invisible voxels is plotted on the
contrast-detail curve in Figure 4.22b. This result appears as expected, and the
wide dynamic range between the highest and lowest dose voxels indicates
that the phantom is suitably chosen to characterise our system.
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FIGURE 4.20: Reconstruction of the fencepost phantom for the
simple LFTDH system.
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(a) Profile of the 19 lp/mm region.
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(b) Profile of the 20 lp/mm region.
FIGURE 4.21: Line profiles showing the spatial resolution limit
of the simple LFTDH dosimeter.
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(a) Reconstruction of the contrast-detail
phantom.
(b) Plot indicating visible voxels.
FIGURE 4.22: Contrast-detail results for the simple LFTDH
model.
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4.3 Full LFTDH Interferometer
The simple LFTDH model provided a proof of concept that interferometers of
this configuration could be modelled in FRED, and their output could be re-
constructed by the same algorithms applied to the experimental interferom-
eter. With this assumption verified, we could proceed to modelling Cavan’s
full LFTDH interferometer configuration. The spatial and dose resolution
meausurements of the simple LFTDH model were also used as a baseline
to test the degree to which inclusion of the intermediate optics and longer
beamlines caused the interferometer measurements to degrade.
4.3.1 Model Configuration
This model was created to more closely mirror the configuration used in Ca-
van’s research and therefore included many more optical components. A
schematic of this configuration is shown in Figure 4.23a, with a screenshot of
the completed FRED model for comparison in Figure 4.23b.
The source for this model was configured as a Gaussian He-Ne laser beam
with a waist semi-aperture of 1.25 mm. A cubic 50:50 beamsplitter was con-
figured to have a side length of 10 mm and added to the model to generate
the coherent reference and object beams. The reference beam was then passed
through a plano-convex expander lens to fall upon the CMOS surface. The
object beam passed through the beam expander and two pairs of turning mir-
rors, centring it on the water test cell. It then passed through the cell before
falling on the CMOS plane where it interfered with the reference beam. Fi-
nally, an absorbing plane was created to stand in for the CMOS detector chip
used in the prototype, and an analysis surface with the same resolution as
our CMOS detector (sourced from Pixelink in Ottowa, Canada) was attached
to it.
The exact lens parameters of the beam expander used in the prototype
are unknown, as the full design is a Thorlabs intellectual property. In place
of a detailed schematic, a simple two-lens Galilean telescope was created to
achieve the same 20-times magnification factor. The apertures of the input
and output lenses and the spacing between them were measured, and the
virtual Galilean telescope was created to match these parameters.














(a) Schematic of the full LFTDH interferometer.
(b) FRED model of the full LFTDH interferometer.
FIGURE 4.23: The full LFTDH model.
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4.3.2 Field Resampling Protocol
Once the new model was initialised, the spatial resolution and detector con-
trast of the full LFTDH simulation were characterised in the same way as
the simple interferometer model, as per the methodology described in Sec-
tion 4.2.4. However, examining the image of the contrast-detail phantom
acquired with this system (Figure 4.24a) immediately revealed a problem.
(a) Linear scale. (b) Log scale.
FIGURE 4.24: Undersampled contrast-detail phantom plots.
The dose-equivalent regions in the phantom should be most indistin-
guishable in the bottom-right corner and become steadily more visible to-
wards the left, as the dose increases, or towards the top, as the spot radius
increases. However, the bottom row of this image does not adhere to this
pattern. This is illustrated more clearly in Figure 4.24b which shows the
contrast-detail reconstruction on a log-display. On the log-intensity image, it
can be seen that the regions of smallest radius representing 1 Gy, 0.1 Gy and
0.01 Gy are visible, but those equivalent to 0.5 Gy and 0.05 Gy are completely
absent from the image.
In addition, the visible dose areas are clearly distorted. Some of the dose
regions, for example A2 and B3, appear square instead of round. Others
exhibit pinched borders and flattened sections on their extreme edges, as seen
in the A1 and B2 voxels.
The source of this problem was hypothesised to be a poor distribution
of rays modelling the laser beam as it propagated through the model. To
test this theory, analysis surfaces were placed at the laser source, phantom
entrance, and reference expander lens, and these surfaces were used to col-
lect Gaussian Spot Size Diagrams (GSSDs). As discussed in Section 3.2.3, the
GSSD analysis visualises each ray incident on the analysis surface as a point
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with a ring around it representing the 1/e2 amplitude of the Gaussian beam-
let. Comparison of these rings to their size at the laser source indicates the
amount of divergence undergone by each beamlet. GSSDs collected at the
laser source, phantom entrance, reference lens and CMOS are compared in
Figures 4.25a through 4.25d respectively.


























































(c) Reference beam GSSD at beam expan-
sion lens.



















(d) Reference beam GSSD at CMOS.
The first GSSD appears as expected. The rays are clearly aligned along
the grid within the circular boundary of the laser, and each is encircled by a
small 1/e2 amplitude circle. In sharp contrast, the GSSD collected at the phan-
tom entrance shows only points, with no 1/e2 amplitude circles visible inside
the 20 mm2 analysis region. This indicates that the beams have diverged so
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much that their 1/e2 radii are larger than 20 mm, which obviously does not ac-
curately represent the physical laser beam. Far fewer rays also appear in the
GSSD acquired at the phantom; 85 rays are present at the phantom entrance,
compared to 2053 in the GSSD acquired at the laser source.
This indicates that as the rays comprising the object beam traversed the
many optics and long optical path in this interferometer model, the Gaus-
sian beamlets diverged to the extent that they no longer provided an accu-
rate representation of the object beam’s wave field. This is corroborated by
Figure 4.25c, the GSSD acquired of the reference beam at the focusing lens.
Since this beam has traversed a much smaller path and only interfaced with
one optical element, the low divergence of the original source beam is much
better preserved.
The severe reduction in the ray count from the source to the phantom is
responsible for the anomalous results in the object reconstruction. Examining
the ray history reveals that none of the rays from the object beam interacted
with either the 0.5 Gy or the 0.05 Gy dose areas during the simulation. This
meant that these voxels did not appear in the reconstructed image, since they
were not encoded in the hologram by any of the rays. The low number of rays
traversing the phantom is also likely to be responsible for the distortion of
some the visible dose areas. The geometric undersampling in these regions
means that they appear in the reconstruction, but their borders are poorly
represented.
Solving this problem necessitated the development of a field resampling
protocol, configured as per the dialogue in FRED’s ‘Raytrace > Spatially Re-
sample Field’ menu GUI. The principles of field resampling are more fully
discussed in Section 3.2.2. In brief, this technique entails resampling a wave
field incident on an analysis surface and then generating a new ray from ev-
ery pixel on the surface. In this way, the divergence of beams traversing long
distances or interacting with optics can be controlled. Using this ray tracing
technique, the object beam was resampled using analysis surfaces positioned
at two problematic points, which are indicated as RSP1 and RSP2 in Figure
4.26 .
Although the reference beam was better-behaved throughout the optical
system, it also required resampling. Since the reference rays diverged spher-
ically from the focal point of the expansion lens, the number of rays incident
on the CMOS was greatly reduced from the number leaving the beamsplitter.
This is illustrated in the final GSSD, shown in Figure 4.25d, which plots the






FIGURE 4.26: Log display of the phase unwrapped reconstruc-
tion of the contrast detail phantom.
distribution of reference beam rays incident on the CMOS. Out of the 2053
rays leaving the expansion lens, fewer than 100 reached the CMOS surface,
and their 1e2 amplitude radii increased dramatically from 0.5 mm at the lens
to over 5 mm at the CMOS. Therefore, a single field resampling point (RSP3)
was also added to the reference beam between the focus and CMOS. This
resampling point was used to redirect the field, such that a higher density of
rays in the field envelope around the CMOS were traced, while the rays in
field regions which propagated away from the CMOS were halted.
Although field resampling can be conducted entirely through FRED’s
built-in GUI dialogues, doing so is prohibitively time consuming, especially
for repeated trials. As such, the process was automated via FRED’s scripting
functionality.
4.3.3 Full LFTDH Model Characterisation Results
With the field resampling protocol implemented, the MTF, fencepost, and
contrast-detail tests were re-conducted on the full LFTDH model. These trials
were carried out as per the methodology described in Section 4.2.4 where the
characterisation of the simple model was described.
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Spatial Resolution
The MTF calculated for the full LFTDH configuration is plotted against MTF
of the simple model. It can be seen that the MTF drops off considerably
faster for the complex model, with a resolution limit of 34 lp/mm, compared
to 47 lp/mm for the simple configuration. The MTF plot of the full system
also contains more noise, particularly in the low-amplitude shoulder region.
This is likley to be the result of aliasing effects or periodic noise in the inter-
ferogram.














FIGURE 4.27: MTF of the full LFTDH Dosimeter.
A fencepost test was also conducted to assess the spatial resolution of
the system, accounting for the phase unwrapping and other reconstruction
algorithms. A pair of line profiles extracted from the reconstructed image
of the fencepost phantom are shown in Figures 4.28a and 4.28b. From these
profiles, it can be seen that the spatial resolution of the full LFTDH dosimeter
including reconstruction steps was limited to 14 lp/mm.
The results of the contrast-detail test following the field resampling,
shown in Figures 4.29a and 4.29b, indicate the success of the field resampling
protocol when compared to the undersampled contrast-detail phantom
shown in Figure 4.24a. The smallest 0.5 Gy dose region is once again visible,
and the expected trend of continuous decrease in contrast with lower dose
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(a) 14 lp/mm region.
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(b) 15 lp/mm region.
FIGURE 4.28: Line profiles from full LFTDH dosimeter.
has been restored. In addition, the geometric distortions observed in Figure
4.24a have been eliminated.
(a) Reconstructed contrast-detail phan-
tom.
(b) Plot indicating visible voxels.
FIGURE 4.29: Contrast detail plots from full LFTDH dosimeter.
Overall, the results of these characterisation tests are as expected. Due to
the inclusion of more optics and a greater beamline length, the full LFTDH
model performs slightly worse than the simple configuration in all respects,
with a lower spatial resolution and a slightly lower contrast response.
However, following implementation of the field resampling protocol, the
full model has been shown to be capable of resolving clinically relevant dose
distributions and geometric patterns. This configuration therefore represents
a successful proof of concept that a realistic LFTDH model can be created in
FRED. With this accomplished, this full LFTDH model can be used to assess
whether FRED is capable of quantifying the impact of the uncertainties




Case Studies in Modelling
Environmental Perturbations
With a detailed model of the DHI dosimeter initialised and verified against
existing experimental data, the aim of the next stage of research was to verify
that FRED could be utilised to quantify major sources of uncertainty in the
dosimeter. Although the scope of this project did not allow time to construct
a detailed and holistic environmental model, several sources of uncertainty
were chosen as case studies and measured to verify that such investigations
could be undertaken in FRED.
As discussed in Section 2.4, Cavan and Meyer identified major sources
of uncertainty in the prototype dosimeter to be atmospheric turbulence, me-
chanical vibration, heat expansion and heat diffusion [26].
Although heat diffusion was deemed to be a significant contributor to
dosimetric uncertainty, the numerical methods for modelling it in the test
cell are complex and can be computationally expensive [26]. Therefore, they
are most effectively handled either via a commercial software package like
COMSOL’s Multiphysics Heat Transfer Module, or by creating a separate
MATLAB or C++ module. In either case, a sensible and computationally
efficient approach to including heat diffusion in the interferometer model
will involve importing the results of external heat diffusion calculations into
FRED, rather than implementing them within FRED’s scripting environment.
Due to the time investment required to accomplish this, investigating heat
diffusion was deemed to be outside the scope of this research, and is recom-
mended as future work for a longer-term project.
For each of the three uncertainty case studies, the virtual LFTDH dosime-
ter was altered to model the physical perturbations to the system as a result of
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each uncertainty source. Next, holograms were captured across the param-
eter space of the variable or variables being perturbed in order to quantify
their impact on the measured dose value or the system’s spatial resolution,
depending on which metric was more relevant to the uncertainty source be-
ing modelled.
5.1 Atmospheric Fluctuations
The refractive index of air is dependent on atmospheric temperature, pres-
sure and relative humidity, all of which are prone to measurement error
and spatio-temporal fluctuations. The prototype dosimeter is not airtight, so
these fluctuations can cause changes in the refractive index of the air within
the interferometer beamline. Since the reconstruction algorithms assume that
the path length of the reference beam is constant and any change to the OPL
of the object beam is due to dose administered within the test cell, these fluc-
tuations in atmospheric refractive index can create significant error in the
amount of dose measured by the interferometer.
Fluctuations in atmospheric pressure, temperature and humidity can
stem from many sources. First, temperature and humidity within a building
vary throughout the day, due to solar heating of the building surfaces
and the daily dew cycle [82]. A human presence in the room, which is
necessary during experimental preparation and for the administration of
some source types, will also cause a steady increase to the local temperature
and humidity. Movement of people or machinery in the room will cause air
currents, generating pressure fluctuations on short timescales. Finally, many
hospital environments, where most dosimetry is performed, are fitted with
air conditioning or climate control units which cannot be disabled. These
cause significant atmospheric fluctuations which occur on short timescales.
Although any fluctuation in the atmospheric refractive index is undesir-
able, in general those which occur on shorter timescales are more deleteri-
ous. For example, if the refractive index of the air within the interferometer
beamline fluctuates in between reference and object hologram acquisitions,
the assumptions underlying the reconstruction algorithms are compromised,
so uncertainty is added to the dose due to errors in the reconstruction step,
but the intrinsic noise of the measurement remains low. Contrastingly, if the
atmospheric fluctuations occur on a timescale comparable to the camera’s
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exposure time, the interference pattern will be blurred, increasing noise to
the point that the spatial and dose resolution of the system may be compro-
mised. If uncontrolled, these small, short-timescale fluctuations can render
the hologram reconstruction completely erroneous, and no object can be re-
constructed.
5.1.1 Calculating the Refractive Index of Air
Currently, there is no analytical relationship between atmospheric parame-
ters and the refractive index of air. Instead, there exist two equations, the
Edlén and Ciddor models, which have been developed empirically using ex-
isting refractive index data [83, 84]. Outside extremes of atmospheric param-
eters, such as below freezing or very high humidity environments, there is
little difference between the refractive indices produced by these equations.
For the range of atmospheric conditions in which our dosimeter will be op-
erated, the defect between the refractive indices produced by the Edlén and
Ciddor equations is less than 10−10 [85]. For this reason, the Edlén equation
was selected to calculate the refractive index for our model, since it is the sim-
pler option. The version of the Edlén equation used here was updated most
recently by Birch and Downs in 1993, with significant revision in 1994 [86,
87].
A MATLAB script, included in Appendix A.2, was created to carry out
the Edlén calculations of atmospheric refractive index for given values of
air pressure, temperature and humidity. This equation is evaluated in three
stages. First, the refractivity of standard air at 15 ◦C and 1 atmosphere is
calculated for the specified wavelength using the equation




38.9− σ2 , (5.1)
where σ is the wavenumber of the light in micrometres, equal to the recipro-
cal of the wavelength 1λ .
The next stage calculates the defect in atmospheric refractivity due to non-
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Lastly, the defect due to humidity ( f ) is factored into the final refractive in-
dex, ntp f :





The Edlén equation can also calculate the defect in refractive index due to the
amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere [82]. However, this calculation
was omitted from our model, since the defect due to this term is less than
10−9 across the reasonable range of carbon dioxide expected in a laboratory
setting [85].
5.1.2 Simulating Long-timescale Atmospheric Fluctuations
The first experiments on atmospheric uncertainties measured the impact of
long-timescale changes to each atmospheric property. In these trials, the re-
fractive index of the atmosphere was adjusted homogeneously, and the im-
pact of small-scale fluctuations was not considered.
Model Configuration
The average values and uncertainties of each parameter were set via a com-
bination of measurements undertaken in our laboratories and literature re-
search. These averages and their uncertainties are shown in Table 5.1.
Parameter Mean Value Uncertainty
Temperature 20 ◦C 1 ◦C
Pressure 101.325 kPa 0.01 kPa
Humidity 50% 2%
TABLE 5.1: Atmospheric parameters being adjusted and their
uncertainties.
The MATLAB script created in the previous section was then used to cal-
culate refractive index values across the parameter space of each of the above
variables, while the other two were held constant at their average values.
The results of these calculations are plotted in Figures 5.1a through 5.1c. It
can be seen that over the selected uncertainty windows, the relationships are
all close to linear and symmetric about the mean value. Therefore, a sim-
ple analysis could be conducted by selecting the refractive index values from
each end of the range.































































(c) Refractive index defect
with ∆H.
In order to test the impact of each of these uncertainties on the dose de-
tected by our interferometer, the refractive index values corresponding to the
maximum and minimum of each atmospheric variable were taken from the
above datasets. Maximum and minimum refractive index values were also
calculated for the case where temperature, pressure and humidity were all
allowed to vary. Finally, a reference atmospheric refractive index value was
calculated for the case where all the values were set to their averages. These
refractive index values are displayed in Table 5.2.
The results of the refractive index calculations are listed in Table 5.2. The
parameter being changed is given in the first column, along with its value for
each test and the calculated refractive index.
Parameter Parameter Value Refractive Index
Temperature Min 19 ◦C 1.000272731479275
Max 21 ◦C 1.000270871377762
Pressure Min 101.315 kPa 1.000271771425499
Max 101.325 kPa 1.000271825097028
Humidity Min 48% 1.000271798388954
Max 52% 1.000271798133571
All Min — 1.000270697986413
Max — 1.000271898261263
None (Reference) — — 1.000271798261263
TABLE 5.2: Atmospheric refractive index for the maximum and
minimum values of each atmospheric parameter.
A new phantom, shown in Figure 5.2, was configured to represent a cir-
cular 1 Gy dose region of radius 1 mm. Using the full LFTDH dosimeter ini-
tialised in the last chapter, a hologram was collected of this phantom with
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the refractive index of the ‘Air’ material set to the unperturbed atmosphere
value. Next, the refractive index value of the ‘Air’ material was changed in
turn to the minimum and maximum refractive index values associated with
each of the the atmospheric parameters. A reference hologram of the un-
irradiated water phantom, and an object hologram of the 1 Gy dose region
were then collected for each of these atmospheric refractive indices using the
‘ExportHologram’ FRED subroutine.
FIGURE 5.2: FRED model of the flat dose phantom used in un-
certainty analysis tests. The centre volume is 1 mm in radius
and represents a dose of 1 Gy, while the surrounding cube has
the refractive index of water at room temperature (20 ◦C).
Each of the object holograms was reconstructed against the reference state
to obtain a two-dimensional map of the dose measured across the test cell.
Each perturbed-state dose map was subtracted from the unperturbed refer-
ence dose measurement, yielding a dose-defect map for each perturbed state.
The values inside the circular dose region in each perturbed-state map were
then averaged to obtain an overall dose-defect measurement corresponding
to each perturbed refractive index. The average dose defects were then com-
pared as percentage uncertainties of the actual 1 Gy dose and the percentage
uncertainties corresponding to the maximum and minimum values of each
parameter were averaged to yield the final percentage uncertainty induced in
the dose measurement by each parameter. This final step was taken in order
to account for possible asymmetries in the relationship between atmospheric
refractive index and measured dose.
The above procedure was repeated using the maximum and minimum
refractive index values corresponding to the system with three degrees of
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freedom, where all atmospheric parameters were allowed to vary. This gives
a final worst-case estimate for the total uncertainty due to all the atmospheric
parameters.
5.1.3 Simulating Short-timescale Atmospheric Fluctuations
The impact of short-timescale fluctuations on the doses measured by the in-
terferometer were also quantified. Fluctuations of this nature are typically
induced by draughts, people moving about the laboratory, and air condi-
tioning units. In contrast to the larger fluctuations explored in the previous
section, these perturbations occur on small length scales, such that different
parts of the beamline are affected unevenly, and they occur on millisecond
timescales, quickly enough to cause blurring in the holograms as they are
captured.
Model Configuration
The dosimeter used in the previous section was updated to include a voxel-
based atmosphere. Populating the entire atmosphere uniformly with voxels
was the simplest method, so it was the approach initially taken. However,
this methodology led to two problems. First, it was inefficient, as it resulted
in many unused voxels being created far outside the beam path, which rays
would never traverse. Second, raytracing errors occurred at points where the
voxels clipped inside the optical elements, as shown in Figure 5.3. This was
due to the discrepancy between the material comprising the voxel (perturbed
air), and the immersion material of the optic (unperturbed air). When this
occurred, FRED’s raytrace function encountered a critical error, causing a
failure of the ‘ExportHologram’ subroutine.
In order to avoid these issues, a more nuanced approach was taken. The
beamline of the interferometer was roughly demarcated with element primi-
tive blocks, as shown in the schematic displayed in Figure 5.4a. These blocks
were added using the FRED graphical design environment, and were as-
signed the coating property of ‘Transmit’ and the ‘Allow All’ raytrace control
property, such that they had no optical effect on the source rays being traced.
These bounding volumes were assigned the keyword ‘AtmosphereBounds’
so that they could be easily retrieved using FRED’s keyword search function
in the scripting interface.
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FIGURE 5.3: Example of error-inducing voxel clipping.
Once the atmospheric bounds were configured, the ‘PopulateAtmo-
sphere’ script, included in Appendix B.2, was used to populate each of them
with cubic voxels. The voxel size and the inter-voxel buffer width were
specified by the user. Each of the atmospheric bounding boxes was then
filled with voxels as per its outer length, width and height dimensions, such
that none of the voxels protruded beyond the bounding boxes, as shown
in Figure 5.4b. Each voxel was assigned the ‘Voxel’ keyword so that their
node numbers could be retrieved in order to programmatically assign their
refractive indices.
It is important to note that inclusion of a small buffer between voxels was
necessary to avoid the raytracing errors discussed above with respect to air
voxels clipping into optical elements. The atmospheric voxels could be con-
figured without a separation buffer, but each face would need to be initialised
with the correct glass and immersion materials to avoid these raytracing er-
rors.
As part of the voxel creation step, the refractive index of each cube was
perturbed with the ’PerturbVoxel’ FRED script, included in Appendix B.3.
This script allowed the user to specify average values for each atmospheric
parameter (temperature, pressure and humidity) and the uncertainty of each
parameter. Each voxel was assigned a random air pressure, temperature and
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where the standard deviation, σ, was equal to the uncertainty in the parame-
ter and the mean µ was equal to the average parameter value. The randomly
assigned temperature, pressure and humidity values were used as inputs in
the ’RefIndCalc’ FRED function, and the refractive index of the voxel was re-
turned by the script. A new material was programmatically created for each
voxel to store this refractive index value, and the material was assigned to its
corresponding voxel.




(a) Schematic of the LFTDH dosimeter, where the green boxes indicate the atmo-
sphere bounding boxes to be filled with air voxels.
(b) FRED screenshot of one of the bounding boxes filled with air voxels. Each voxel
has a different refractive index value.
FIGURE 5.4: Diagrams illustrating the air voxel creation
methodology used in the final iteration of the ‘PopulateAtmo-
sphere’ script.
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Hologram Acquisition
With the atmospheric voxels initialised, hologram acquisition in a draughty
environment with short-timescale atmospheric fluctuations was modelled.
In order to mimic these perturbations over the Pixelink camera’s minimum
exposure time of 40 ms, a time-average hologram capture subroutine was
implemented in FRED.
This hologram capture code was similar in structure to the ‘ExportHolo-
grams’ subroutine discussed in Chapter 4. In addition to the basic hologram
export functionality, however, it also implemented the ‘PerturbAtmosphere’
function described above to randomise the refractive index of all the atmo-
spheric voxels prior to measuring the interference pattern. An integer ‘exp-
Time’ equal to the exposure time of the simulated hologram in milliseconds
was specified by the user and the voxel perturbation, irradiance measure-
ment, and export steps were executed in a loop incremented ‘expTime’ times,
and a hologram pair for each perturbation was exported. Each of these image
sets was then averaged using MATLAB to yield the final time-averaged ref-
erence and object holograms. This time-averaging process was implemented
to approximate the blurring of the intensity pattern captured by the CMOS
due to the simulated atmospheric fluctuations.
This time-average methodology was used to capture hologram sets of the
fencepost, slant-edge, and contrast-detail phantoms. These images were re-
constructed and used to compare the spatial and dose resolution of the sys-
tem to that of the unperturbed full LFTDH system.
5.2 Heat Expansion
Heat expansion was also factored into the model to account for discrepancies
in the spacing of the optical components due to changes in the ambient tem-
perature. Similar to the homogeneous refractive index changes discussed
above, heat expansion occurs on a timescale considerably longer than the
CMOS acquisition time, so it is unlikely to cause blurring in the holograms.
However, it can cause errors in the measured dose when an object hologram
is being compared to a reference taken at a different time, or a significant
amount of time elapses over the course of a measurement series.
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5.2.1 Model Configuration
In order to incorporate heat expansion into the full LFTDH model, each of
the optical components, including the laser and the phantom were assigned
the keyword ’OpticalElement’ so that their node numbers could be recalled
programmatically. A new FRED function, ’HeatExpandOptic’ was created
which recalled these node numbers and edited their ’Position/Orientation’
property by appending a new ’Shift’ operation which translated the optic
along the x, y, and z axes by an amount corresponding to the amount of heat
expansion undergone.
Calculating the translation distances for each optic was simplified by the
fact that the optical board and posts upon which the interferometer compo-
nents are mounted are all made of aluminium. Therefore, for a given tem-





where 23.1× 10−6 K−1 is the thermal expansion coefficient of the aluminium
and L is the linear dimension the expanding material [88].
Finally, the heat expansion induced in the water phantom itself had to
be calculated. As the path length traversed by the object beam through the
phantom is an integral part of the dose calculation, the amount of expan-
sion induced in the perspex cell by our selected temperature range of 15 ◦C
to 25 ◦C was also included in the model. The alteration of the water block
dimensions were achieved exactly as for the translation distance calculated
above, except that the thermal expansion coefficient of Perspex, 69 K−1, was
used in place of that for aluminium [88].
To test the impact of heat expansion upon the measured dose, a reference
hologram was collected of the same flat 1 Gy dose region used in Section 5.1.2
with the optics at their default positions, which were considered to occur at
20 ◦C. An object hologram was then collected of the same phantom with the
optic positions modified by heat expansion corresponding to temperatures
of 15 ◦C (∆T = −5) and 25 ◦C (∆T = 5), which were taken as the upper and
lower extremes of expected indoor temperatures.
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5.3 Mechanical Vibration
Mechanical vibrations were the final uncertainty source examined in this
case study. They can be induced by any source of vibration occurring in
the vicinity of the dosimeter, including mechanical equipment, computer ex-
haust fans, traffic and construction. These factors are all common in univer-
sity and hospital laboratory environments, so these vibrations were identi-
fied as a serious source of uncertainty in the dose measurements by Cavan et
al. [26]. These vibrations minutely alter the position and orientation of each
of the optical components, and occur on extremely short timescales. They
therefore have the potential to cause blurring in the acquired holograms, sim-
ilar to the short-timescale atmospheric fluctuations discussed in Section 5.1.3.
The amplitude and frequency of these mechanical vibrations was esti-
mated via figures obtained from literature [89]. Table 5.3 reviews the vibra-
tion types which were deemed relevant to locations where our interferometer
was likely to be operated. Each vibration source is tabulated with the ampli-
tude and frequency of the oscillations it induces.
Source Amplitude Average Frequency
Machinery 1× 10−2 mm 105 Hz
Traffic 1× 10−1 mm 50 Hz
Acoustic 1× 10−3 mm 75 Hz
Building Resonance 1 mm 10 Hz
Building Sway 1 mm 1 Hz
Motors 1× 10−2 Hz 275 Hz
TABLE 5.3: Sources of vibrational noise and their estimated am-
plitudes and uncertainties.
5.3.1 Model Configuration
A new FRED subroutine, ‘VibrateOptics’ was created in order to introduce
mechanical vibrations to the full LFTDH dosimeter model. The code for this
subroutine is included in Appendix B.5. This function takes two inputs, ‘op-
ticH’ and ‘amplitudes’. The ‘opticH’ variable is set to the height of the posts
on which the optics are mounted, and ‘amplitudes’ is a vector in which the
amplitude of every vibration being investigated is stored. If ‘amplitudes’ is
left unassigned, it will default to a vector containing the vibrational ampli-
tudes listed in Table 5.3.
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In order to account for the worst possible scenario of mechanical vibra-
tion, in which all optics are vibrating randomly with respect to one another,
the ’VibrateOptic’ function was applied to each element with the ’OpticalEle-
ment’ keyword separately, and a random translation distance between zero
and the total vibration amplitude was assigned to the optic for each axis. A
final rotation operation was then calculated, in which the orientation of the
optic in the x-y, x-z and y-z planes was perturbed according to its height and
its translation distance along the relevant axis. Each optical element there-
fore had six degrees of freedom over which the mechanical vibrations were
modelled. These translations and rotations were applied to each optic by ap-
pending a ‘Shift’ and ‘Rotate’ operation to each of their Position/Orientation
parameters respectively.
The time-averaged hologram acquisition code developed in Section 5.1.3
was then used to mimic the blurring of the interference pattern due to these
short-timescale mechanical vibrations. Hologram sets were captured of the
system in its reference state, the contrast-detail phantom, the fencepost phan-
tom and the slant-edge phantom. Forty holograms were captured in each set
to simulate a 40 ms exposure time. These were analysed as per the method-
ology outlined in Section 4.2.4 in order to assess the spatial resolution and
contrast detection of the system under mechanical vibration so that it could
be compared to other simulation states.
5.4 Results
The results of the above uncertainty investigations were compared to one
another and to the full LFTDH dosimeter in its unperturbed state in order
to assess the relative impact of each uncertainty type. The long-timescale
fluctuations (homogeneous atmosphere change and heat expansion) and the
short-timescale fluctuations (turbulent atmospheric changes and vibration)
are grouped together respectively for analysis, since each pair produced sim-
ilar effects on the dosimeter.
5.4.1 Long-timescale Fluctuations
The reconstruction of the 1 Gy dose area with no atmospheric perturbation
is shown in Figure 5.5a and dose-defect maps corresponding to each of the
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atmospheric parameters are shown in Figures 5.5b through 5.5d.
The holograms of each of the perturbed atmospheric refractive index
states were reconstructed using the unperturbed state as a reference. The
average absolute error measured from each of the dose-defect maps and the
resulting final uncertainties for each parameter are listed in Table 5.4.
Parameter Dose Defect (Gy) Uncertainty (%)
Temperature Min 1.4048× 10−4 1.3996× 10−2
Max 1.3943× 10−4
Pressure Min 4.0306× 10−6 4.0296× 10−4
Max 4.0286× 10−6
Humidity Min 1.3803× 10−8 1.4986× 10−6
Max 1.6169× 10−8
All Min 1.6549× 10−4 1.5799× 10−2
Max 1.5048× 10−4
TABLE 5.4: Dose defects and percentage uncertainties gener-
ated by each atmospheric parameter.
It can be seen that fluctuations in air temperature were the most signif-
icant source of error, contributing roughly 0.014 % uncertainty to the dose
measurement. Next, the fluctuations in atmospheric pressure were found to
contribute an uncertainty of 4× 10−4 % and fluctuations in humidity were
found to contribute an uncertainty of 1.5× 10−6 % to the dose measured by
our interferometer. Combined, the uncertainty due to all the atmospheric
parameters amounts to less than 0.016 % error in the dose measurement. Ac-
cording to our simulations, long-timescale atmospheric changes are therefore
a relatively insignificant source of uncertainty in the dosimeter. Temperature
is the most significant contribution to the uncertainty by two orders of mag-
nitude, so controlling the ambient temperature during trials should be the
highest priority out of these atmospheric variables. Geometric adjustments,
addressed in Chapter 6, can also be undertaken to reduce the impact of these
atmospheric fluctuations.
The same flat-dose hologram pairs were acquired using the interferom-
eter subject to heat expansion. They were reconstructed into dose-defect
maps, and the same averaging process was applied to yield the extracted
dose defects and percentage uncertainties listed in Table 5.5. An example of
the dose defect map is shown in Figure 5.5e, alongside those from the atmo-
spheric analyses.


































































(d) Dose-defect map for the maximum
humidity state.
(e) Dose-defect map for the heat-
expanded state.
FIGURE 5.5: Dose and dose defect reconstructions from pertur-
bations to the full LFTDH model.
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Temperature Change Dose Defect (Gy) Uncertainty (%)
15 ◦C 5 ◦C 3.0028× 10−5 3.0245× 10−3
25 ◦C −5 ◦C 3.0462× 10−5
TABLE 5.5: Dose defects and percentage uncertainties gener-
ated by heat expansion.
According to our simulations, heat expansion contributed far less error to
the final dose measurement than atmospheric uncertainty. Heat expansion
was found to generate a roughly 0.003 % error in the average measured dose.
This means that the uncertainty contribution of heat expansion is a full order
of magnitude lower than the uncertainty induced by the combined action of
all the atmospheric parameters.
Dose-defect maps from the heat-expanded state and the perturbed-
atmosphere states are shown in Figure 5.5. This shows that, as predicted,
these sources of uncertainty manifested in similar ways in the results of
these trials. Both exhibit symmetric, circular interference fringes, consistent
with an unaccounted-for phase shift in one or both of the interfering beams.
This is a sensible result, since both perturbations cause a drift in the optical
path length being traversed by the reference and object beams.
The prototype dosimeter is currently configured with the priority of fit-
ting all the optical components onto a 250×750 mm breadboard, resulting in
very unequal reference and object beams path lengths. It is important to note
that as per Equation 5.6
∆OPL = n1d1 − n2d2 (5.6)
the amount of drift between the reference and object optical path lengths due
to atmospheric refractive index change and heat expansion is proportional to
this geometric path length differential. Therefore equalising these beam path
lengths is a potential method of mitigating these uncertainties, which will be
discussed in the next chapter.
5.4.2 Short-timescale Fluctuations
Figure 5.6a shows an example of a time-averaged hologram obtained using
the methodology created in Section 5.1.3. This image is contrasted with a
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hologram collected in the previous chapter using the unperturbed dosime-
ter (Figure 5.6c) and a hologram collected experimentally by Cavan et al.
(Figure 5.6e). This comparison shows that the atmospheric perturbation and
averaging process produced a blurred hologram which is more similar to the
experimental image than the noiseless simulation. This was taken to be an in-
dication that the time-averaged hologram collection procedure successfully
approximated environmental noise.
This comparison is reinforced by examining the interferograms pro-
duced by each of these methods. Each of the displayed holograms was
reconstructed against its reference pair with no Gaussian noise added to
produce the interferograms shown in Figures 5.6b, 5.6d and 5.6f. The
interferogram produced under simulated atmospheric perturbation is much
closer in appearance to the experimental hologram than the highly artefacted
interferogram obtained using an unperturbed simulation.
Once the hologram averaging process was completed, modulation trans-
fer functions were calculated as per the methodology outlined in Section 4.2.4
for the dosimeter system using the images of slant-edged phantoms acquired
during the atmospheric turbulence and mechanical vibration simulations re-
spectfully. These MTFs are shown in Figure 5.7, plotted alongside the MTF
obtained for the uncertainty-free interferometer of the same configuration.
This plot shows that the upper estimate of the unperturbed dosimeter’s res-
olution limit was 34 lp/mm. Simulating mechanical vibrations reduced this
limit to 22 lp/mm, and introducing atmospheric noise further reduced it to
17 lp/mm, half of its original best-case value.
The fencepost image series collected under each uncertainty regime were
also averaged and reconstructed using the same methodology outlined in the
previous Chapter. These images were separated into their different spatial
frequency sectors, to provide a subjective measure of the spatial resolving
power of the system including phase unwrapper and reconstruction algo-
rithms. Average dose profiles from just under and over these spatial resolu-
tion limits are shown for the atmospheric uncertainties in Figures 5.8a and
5.8b, and for the mechanical vibrations in Figures 5.8c and 5.8d. The spatial
resolving power of the system including phase unwrapping decreased dra-
matically, from 14 lp/mm for the uncertainty-free dosimeter to 7 lp/mm for
the dosimeter undergoing mechanical vibrations and 5 lp/mm when atmo-
spheric turbulence is included.
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(a) Time-averaged simulated hologram. (b) Time-averaged simulated interfero-
gram.
(c) Experimentally acquired hologram. (d) Experimentally acquired interfero-
gram.
(e) Simulated noiseless hologram. (f) Simulated noiseless interferogram.
FIGURE 5.6: Comparison of holograms and interferograms ac-
quired under different conditions.
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FIGURE 5.7: MTF of the full LFTDH dosimeter under different
conditions.
Finally, the contrast-detail images were unwrapped and plotted. These
showed a similar degradation in signal, which can be seen on the contrast-
detail plots for atmospheric (Figure 5.9b) and vibrational (Figure 5.9d) un-
certainties. None of the 0.05 Gy dose voxels are visible when atmospheric
uncertainties are factored in and although more voxels are visible when vi-
brational uncertainties are applied instead, contrast-detail resolution is con-
siderably worse than for the full LFTDH system with no uncertainties.
These results are as expected based on the theory of interferometers
and Cavan’s observations. Mechanical vibration and atmospheric turbu-
lence were observed to be the two most challenging obstacles to accurate
dosimetry during the experimental work conducted on the prototype
dosimeter [26]. Introducing vibrations and atmospheric uncertainties into
our model has decreased the spatial resolving power of the system by at
least half and has severely compromised the contrast-detail resolution of our
model. However, this definitive negative impact upon the image quality of
our dosimeter is a success for this research. Our research aim is to verify that
FRED is capable of modelling the DHI dosimeter and show that it is possible
to model experimental uncertainties which pose barriers to refinement of
the prototype. This aim has been achieved, and FRED has been shown to
be capable of simulating experimental uncertainty sources via its scripting
interface.
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(a) 5 lp/mm region from atmospheric
uncertainty simulation.
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(b) 6 lp/mm region from atmospheric
uncertainty simulation.
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(c) 7 lp/mm region from mechanical un-
certainty simulation.
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(d) 8 lp/mm region from mechanical un-
certainty simulation.
FIGURE 5.8: Comparison of line profiles from atmospheric and
mechanical uncertainty simulations.
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(a) 5 lp/mm from atmospheric uncer-
tainty simulation.
(b) 6 lp/mm from atmospheric uncer-
tainty simulation.
(c) 7 lp/mm from mechanical uncer-
tainty simulation.
(d) 8 lp/mm from mechanical uncer-
tainty simulation.
FIGURE 5.9: Comparison of contrast-detail results from atmo-
spheric and mechanical uncertainty simulations.
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Chapter 6
Case Studies in Virtual Dosimeter
Refinement
Our final requirement for FRED was that it be capable of handling virtual
refinement of the prototype dosimeter. This is a broad condition, as optimi-
sation can be accomplished in a myriad of ways. Due to time constraints, the
research aims for this project are limited to assessing the viability of FRED
as a modelling tool. Completely optimising the system was thus outside the
scope of the research.
In lieu of fully optimising the system, a case study was conducted in op-
timising the dosimeter’s geometry. First, the path lengths of the object and
reference beams were equalised, and the impact of atmospheric and mechan-
ical uncertainty on the dosimetric error were retested. The dosimeter was
then miniaturised and the impact of these uncertainties on the spatial reso-
lution and contrast-detail tests were remeasured. The results were compared
to those obtained in the previous chapter in order to gauge the degree of
improvement in uncertainty due to these geometric changes.
6.1 Path Length Equalisation
One of the simplest techniques for improving interferometer performance is
to equalise the path lengths of the reference and object beams. Figure 6.1
shows the schematic of the current interferometer configuration, from which
the highly unequal reference and object path lengths can be observed. This
large path inequality will increase the error from long-timescale atmospheric
fluctuations and heat expansion, since both of these phenomena change the
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OPL of a beam proportional to the length of its path. Therefore, equalis-
ing the object and reference beam path lengths will reduce the extra ∆OPL















FIGURE 6.1: Schematic of the prototype interferometer design.
6.1.1 Model Configuration
First, the ‘MeasurePathLengths’ function was created in FRED to measure the
path lengths of the beamlines. This was accomplished using the single-ray
trace command in order to trace a ray on the optical axis and query the dis-
tance travelled between every surface it interfaced with. The total geometric
path length was totalled from each of these measurements in turn.
The dosimeter model was manually altered to a configuration with more
equal object and reference beamline lengths, as shown in Figure 6.2. The ref-
erence and object path lengths were then equalised using FRED’s merit func-
tion optimisation tools. Merit function optimisation in FRED is conducted by
defining an aberration function which specifies the quantity being evaluated,
a weighting factor to determine its significance in the optimisation, and the
target value for the evaluated quantity. Any number of aberration scripts can










FIGURE 6.2: Schematic of the reconfigured dosimeter with
equalised object and reference arm lengths.
then be combined to calculate a merit function as per the equation
MF = ∑ wn(An − Tn) , (6.1)
where wn is the weighting factor, An is the calculated value of the aberration,
and Tn is the target value for the aberration. By this equation, it can be seen
that a lower merit function indicates a better-optimised system.
In order to equalise the path lengths of the object and reference beams,
several merit functions were used to control critical inter-optic distances. For
example, a function was used to ensure that the spacing between the test
cell and the object mirror was always greater than the length of the beam
expander. In this way, crucial parameters were held fast while the beam
paths were equalised using a custom user-scripted aberration function which
calculated the path length difference ∆PL between the object and reference
beams using the ‘MeasurePathLengths’ script.
The independent variables for the merit function optimisation were the
coordinates of the turning mirrors. These were adjusted for each iteration of
the optimisation, and the positions of the beam expander, lens and phantom
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were set such that they remained centred on the optical axes of each beam.
6.1.2 Hologram Acquisition and Processing
Holograms were collected to verify that equalising the object and reference
path lengths reduced the error caused by large-scale changes in atmospheric
refractivity and heat expansion. To this end, a selection of the dosimeter
characterisation tests from the previous chapter were repeated.
First, a reference hologram of the un-irradiated water cell and an object
hologram of the 1 Gy flat dose region were collected. The atmospheric re-
fractive index was then set to its maximum perturbed value from Table 5.2,
as calculated in Section 5.1, and the irradiated region was re-imaged. Finally
the atmospheric refractive index was reset to its reference value and the ‘Hea-
tExpandOptic’ subroutine was executed to model the amount of heat expan-
sion induced by a 5 ◦C temperature increase and the irradiated region was
imaged once more.
Each of these hologram pairs was reconstructed to yield a map of the
measured dose for each interferometer state. The dose-defect map of each
perturbed state was then extracted from these maps using the methodology
outlined in Section 5.1.2. The average defects were expressed as percentage
uncertainties and compared with those measured in the previous chapter to
assess the impact of reference and object path length equalisation.
6.1.3 Results
The un-optimised dosimeter was found to have object and reference beam
path lengths of 401.28 mm and 1235.19 mm respectively. After optimisation,
these path lengths were equalised to 610.25 mm for rays in each beam inci-
dent upon the centre of the CMOS detector chip.
Figures 6.3a and 6.3b show the defect maps for the atmospherically-
perturbed and heat-expanded states. The average dose defect extracted
from each of these was 4.8632× 10−6 Gy and 7.5003× 10−7 Gy respectively,
which corresponded to 4.8× 10−4 % and 7.5× 10−5 % percent uncertainties
in the 1 Gy dose. For comparison, on the un-optimised dosimeter, the error
introduced by atmospheric change was 1.6× 10−2 %, and the uncertainty
introduced by heat expansion was 3.0× 10−3 %.
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Uncertainty Dose Defect (Gy) Uncertainty (%)
Atmospheric 4.8632× 10−6 4.8632× 10−4
Heat Expansion 7.5003× 10−7 7.5003× 10−5
TABLE 6.1: Dose defects and percentage uncertainties gener-
ated by each atmospheric parameter.
(a) Dose-defect map resulting from at-
mospheric perturbation on the equalised
interferometer.
(b) Dose-defect map resulting from heat
expansion on the equalised interferome-
ter.
FIGURE 6.3: Dose-defect maps generated by different uncer-
tainty sources on the interferometer with equalised object and
reference beams.
These results indicate that, as hypothesized, equalising the path lengths
of the reference and object beams has reduced the simulated uncertainty in
dose due to large-scale atmospheric perturbations and heat expansion of the
optical board. As expected, a configuration with more equal beamlines is
more robust to these types of environmental instability.
6.2 Miniaturisation
Although equalising the object and reference path lengths made the dosime-
ter more robust against homogeneous fluctuations in optical path length, this
equal-armed configuration was still very large. The long beam paths in this
unsealed interferometer hold a great deal of air mass, making the dosime-
ter very susceptible to short-timescale atmospheric fluctuations. Vibrations
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in such a large interferometer will also be more profound, as the sections of
long free-space propagation magnify the effect of small centring errors.
In order to make the dosimeter less vulnerable to these types of fluctua-
tions, miniaturisation is the most cost-effective and simplest solution avail-
able to us. It was therefore chosen to be the second case study in optimising
the dosimeter.
6.2.1 Model Configuration
Achieving a miniaturised dosimeter while keeping the beam path lengths
equal required a different beam expansion method to be used for the object
beam. The Thorlabs beam expander included in the current model was 267
millimetres long, meaning that the object beam could not be much further
reduced in length.
Two new lenses were created using FRED’s graphical design environ-
ment. These lenses had focal lengths of 7.5 mm and 37.5 mm respectively.
They were combined to create a much shorter 5-times magnification beam
expander with a length of just over 30 mm. One of these expanders was
placed between the beam splitter and the first turning mirror in the object
beam, and another was placed between the turning mirror and the phantom,
for a total beam expansion factor of 25 times over a combined length of just
over 60 mm. With these new optics in place, the configuration was made as
small as possible, with side lengths of just over 30 mm. The full schematic of
this configuration is shown in Figure 6.4.
This interferometer configuration was aligned and optimised according
to the protocol developed in Section 4.2.3, and field resampling planes were
repositioned in the new simulation at three points in the beamlines which are
indicated as resampling planes (RSP) on the diagram in Figure 6.4.
The impact of short-timescale fluctuations on this miniaturised dosimeter
was then tested. First, the voxel-based atmosphere perturbation tests de-
scribed in Section 5.1.3 were repeated, and hologram pairs were acquired of
the slant-edge phantom, fencepost phantom, and contrast-detail phantom.
The atmosphere was then returned to its default state and the simulation of
mechanical vibrations was carried out as described in Section 5.3 and the










FIGURE 6.4: Schematic of the miniaturised dosimeter.
All holograms collected during these trials were obtained using the time-
average methodology, where many images are acquired with randomised
perturbations and added together to simulate blurring of the fringe pattern.
The time-average method is fully outlined in Section 5.1.3, and the acquisi-
tion subroutine is included in Appendix B.5.
6.2.2 Results
The slant-edge phantom hologram was reconstructed against the reference
image of the water block, and an MTF was obtained from the interferogram
image as a point of comparison between previous system iterations. The
MTF plot of the miniaturised dosimeter is shown in Figure 6.5, from which
it can be seen that the miniaturised interferometer’s with no simulated un-
certainties has a resolution limit of 44 lp/mm. This is considerably better
than the MTF obtained of the large interferometer configuration, which had
a resolving limit of 34 lp/mm under the same conditions.
Uncertainty sources still had a dramatic impact upon the system MTF,
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FIGURE 6.5: MTF for the unperturbed system, compared to
MTFs collected from the system under the influence of mechan-
ical vibration and atmospheric turbulence.
with the spatial resolution dropping to 28 lp/mm under the mechanical vi-
brations, and 22 lp/mm when the atmospheric fluctuations were applied.
However these values were considerably higher than those collected un-
der the same uncertainty conditions using the larger LFTDH configuration.
Overall, these MTF results show that the performance of the interferometer
was dramatically improved by miniaturisation. This is further corroborated
by the results of the fencepost trials as shown in Figure 6.6. and the recon-
structed image of the contrast-detail phantom shown in Figure 6.7.
The results of the fencepost tests show that the miniaturised system still
has a much better spatial resolution than the large LFTDH dosimeter. The
spatial resolution of the miniature LFTDH dosimeter as given by these tri-
als is 18 lp/mm for the unperturbed system, 12 lp/mm for the system un-
dergoing mechanical vibrations, and 11 lp/mm for the system with applied
atmospheric turbulence.
Analysis of the contrast-detail phantom reconstructions also shows
marked improvement. The miniaturised dosimeter with no perturbations
is capable of visualising most of the 0.01 Gy dose column, and even with
applied atmospheric and vibrational uncertainties, it is still able to resolve
doses an order of magnitude smaller than those measured by the large
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LFTDH simulation under similar conditions.
These results are promising. Although conducting a full system optimi-
sation was outside the scope of this project, two case studies in optimisation
have been attempted. It has been confirmed that FRED’s scripting interface
is a suitable tool for prototyping virtual refinements to our model. In addi-
tion, the results from these ventures agree with the observations of Cavan in
her work on the prototype dosimeter, and with the theory of best practice in
interferometry.
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(a) 18 lp/mm region from unperturbed
dosimeter.
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(b) 19 lp/mm region from unperturbed
dosimeter.
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(c) 12 lp/mm region from dosimeter un-
dergoing vibration.
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(d) 13 lp/mm region from dosimeter un-
dergoing vibration.
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(e) 11 lp/mm region from dosimeter
with turbulent atmosphere.
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(f) 12 lp/mm region from dosimeter with
turbulent atmosphere.
FIGURE 6.6: Comparison of line profiles collected with the
miniaturised dosimeter under different simulated environmen-
tal conditions.
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(a) CD plot collected with unperturbed
miniature dosimeter.
(b) CD plot collected with unperturbed
miniature dosimeter.
(c) CD plot collected with miniature
dosimeter under atmospheric perturba-
tion.
(d) CD plot collected with miniature
dosimeter under atmospheric perturba-
tion.
(e) CD plot collected with miniature
dosimeter under mechanical vibration.
(f) CD plot collected with miniature
dosimeter under mechanical vibration.
FIGURE 6.7: Contrast detail plots acquired by the miniature





7.1 Evaluation of Project Aims
This research was conducted to ascertain whether the FRED optical mod-
elling program could be used to virtually prototype improvements to our
research group’s DHI radiation dosimeter. In order to be a suitable candi-
date for this work, FRED must be able to adequately model the output of an
LFTDH dosimeter, accurately model sources of environmental uncertainty
and quantify their impact on hologram acquisition. It must also be capable
of modelling changes to the prototype dosimeter, and verifying that these
changes improve the dosimeter’s response to environmental fluctuations and
other uncertainties.
7.1.1 Suitability of FRED for Modelling DHI Dosimetry
In order to adequately represent the prototype DHI dosimeter, FRED had to
be able to produce an output which matched that produced by the experi-
mental dosimeter, and it also had to be able to resolve dose distributions on
the order of clinical significance.
Tests conducted on the FRED model of the Michelson interferometer, de-
scribed in Section 4.1 showed the software to be capable of accurately mod-
elling interferometric effects at very small scales, and proved it to be capable
of resolving doses as low as 8 mGy. These results showed that FRED was
generally suitable for modelling interferometric sensors, and verified that it
was capable of resolving variations in optical path length smaller than those
expected in clinical dosimetry.
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FRED was also shown to be capable of reproducing the results of our
group’s LFTDH dosimeter. Several LFTDH interferometer configurations
were created over the course of this research, and the geometry and under-
lying structure of the holograms generated by each one were in accordance
with theoretical expectations. The lower limits of spatial and dose resolution
for these systems were not extensively probed, but favourable configurations
of the LFTDH dosimeter were shown to be capable of resolving doses as low
as 10 mGy. These results therefore show that FRED is capable of modelling
the clinical application of an LFTDH dosimeter.
Finally, it is noteworthy that the algorithms developed by Cavan during
her research were able to be used to process the output of the FRED LFTDH
interferometer models. All changes to this code were simple quality-of-life
and user interface changes which did not affect the underlying mathematical
reconstruction being applied. The fact that this is the case further reinforces
our conclusion that FRED was accurately simulating the experimental pro-
totype, since the same reconstruction code accurately reproduced the object
wave from both the experimental and simulated holograms.
7.1.2 Modelling Sources of Dosimetric Uncertainty
FRED was also shown to be capable of modelling the primary sources of un-
certainty affecting the prototype dosimeter, and the impact of beam geom-
etry and optical configuration on the amount of dosimetric uncertainty ob-
served. Implementation of different environmental fluctuations affected the
holograms in ways that were consistent with experimental observations, as
in the case of mechanical vibration and atmospheric turbulence which caused
blurring in the collected holograms, seen in Figure 5.6 from Section 5.1.3.
The first uncertainty modelled was the addition of beam expanding and
steering optics to transition between the simple and full LFTDH interferome-
ter models. As expected, the inclusion of additional optics caused a measur-
able decline in the quality of images recorded with the dosimeter. The sim-
ple model had a spatial resolution of 47 lp/mm, or 19 lp/mm when phase
unwrapping effects were included, whereas for the full model these values
changed to 34 lp/mm and 14 lp/mm respectively. The contrast-detail reso-
lution was also better for the simple model, which could detect 0.01 Gy dose
voxels, which were not resolvable with the full system.
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The results of the uncertainty case studies were also consistent with ex-
pectations based on theoretical and experimental background. In every case,
perturbing the system to mimic a source of environmental noise or fluctua-
tion increased the dosimetric uncertainty and reduced the contrast-detail and
spatial resolving power of the system.
Cavan and Meyer observed the main sources of uncertainty to be me-
chanical vibration and atmospheric turbulence. They also noted a contri-
bution to dosimetric error from heat expansion and large-scale atmospheric
changes [26]. These assumptions were tested in Chapter 5 and generally
found to hold true.
Under mechanical vibration, the spatial resolution of the modelled
dosimeter as measured by the MTF test dropped to 22 lp/mm and under
atmospheric turbulence it was reduced further to 17 lp/mm. When phase
unwrapping effects were measured, the spatial resolution under each of
these uncertainty paradigms was 7 lp/mm and 5 lp/mm respectively. The
contrast-detail resolution of the system also followed the same trend, where
the unperturbed system resolved the most voxels in the contrast-detail
phantom, followed by the system under mechanical perturbation and finally
under atmospheric turbulence.
Heat expansion and whole-atmosphere fluctuations were also found to
behave as expected. They did not introduce additional noise into the system,
but created a defect in the measured dose when compared to the unperturbed
system. For atmospheric fluctuations, this defect was measured to be 0.016 %
whereas for heat expansion it was measured to be 0.003 %.
7.1.3 Modelling Improvements to the Prototype Dosimeter
Finally, FRED was shown to be capable of modelling refinements to the pro-
totype and quantifying their impact on the system’s robustness to environ-
mental fluctuations and sources of uncertainty.
The utility of FRED’s merit function optimisation tool was demonstrated
by conducting a case study of equalising the arm length of the dosimeter, and
this improvement was shown to reduce its susceptibility to long-timescale at-
mospheric fluctuations and heat expansion. The uncertainties induced in the
path length equalised dosimeter were found to be 4.8× 10−4 % from atmo-
spheric changes and 7.5× 10−5 % from heat expansion.
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Finally, a miniaturisation of the dosimeter was attempted in order to miti-
gate the effects of short-timescale environmental fluctuations, and these were
shown to be successful, increasing the MTF-measured spatial resolution of
the system to 44 lp/mm, 28 lp/mm and 22 lp/mm for system under the in-
fluence of no uncertainties, mechanical vibration, and atmospheric fluctua-
tion respectively. Similarly, when the phase unwrapper and other processing
effects were taken into account, the spatial resolution for each of these tests
was found to be 18 lp/mm, 12 lp/mm, and 11 lp/mm. The spatial resolution
of the dosimeter was therefore shown to improve by approximately 30% due
to system miniaturisation. The contrast-detail tests exhibited similar results
which can be viewed in Figure 6.7.
The successful completion of these case studies indicated that FRED was
a suitable candidate for virtual refinement of the prototype dosimeter. It was
found to be capable of accurately modelling uncertainties in the dosimetric
system and quantifying the impact of systemic changes on the total dosimet-
ric uncertainties.
7.1.4 Advantages and Drawbacks of FRED
The graphical element creation interface in FRED was extremely useful in
creating a wide variety of phantoms and masks, such that different tests
could be easily carried out to assess and compare image quality of our inter-
ferometric systems. The flexibility of these creation tools allows for detailed
plane, polygon and curve creation, and the software also supports import of
Zemax files storing optical elements and catalogues. As Zemax LLC (based in
Kirkland, Washington) is the industry standard for optical simulation, used
by most optics vendors, this is an important capability. Finally, FRED is also
capable of importing geometric data, such as AutoCAD files (a filetype used
in programs from Autodesk Inc, based in San Rafael, California), in order to
create more complex solid structures to simulate lens housings, optomechan-
ical components, and detector casings. However, it is worth noting that the
import of certain proprietary filetypes is not supported, and certain manu-
facturer lens catalogues were thus unavailable in FRED outside creation by
hand.
FRED’s scripting interface was also a powerful tool, allowing its different
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analysis functions to be integrated. This allowed for the creation of com-
plex merit functions and other system metrics in order to quantify the per-
formance of our dosimeter.
One drawback is that FRED is a licensed software platform, offering gratis
licenses only to graduate students working on optical design projects. There-
fore, its utility to a group operating on a limited budget is potentially re-
duced.
Overall, FRED seems to be entirely capable of modelling the optical phe-
nomena required to simulate interferometric radiation dosimetry. It operates
on complex-ray tracing algorithms which are easily robust enough to model
our prototype interferometer. FRED is also priced competitively compared to
the market-leading optical design programs such as Zemax, although there
may be cheaper or open-source alternatives which have not been explored.
7.2 Recommendations for Future Work
7.2.1 Voxel-based Test Cell
One of the foremost changes that could be made to increase the utility of
FRED analyses is the implementation of a voxel-based test cell. The complex-
ity of patterns which were visualised in this research was severely limited by
the fact that they had to be initialised as a collection of element primitives in
FRED.
Inclusion of a voxel-based cell would also allow us to import Monte Carlo
generated dose distributions across the volume of our test cell, subject these
to heat diffusion calculations similar to those carried out by Cavan in her
doctoral research, and then import the final results of these analyses into
FRED for imaging. This would allow a much more detailed and accurate re-
constructions of physical dose distributions, rather than the highly idealised
cylindrical and square cross-sections created in this research.
7.2.2 Unified Uncertainty Model
Time constraints in this research limited our focus to the investigation of
FRED and assessment of its suitability as a modelling tool. Therefore the
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uncertainty analyses conducted were carried out as case studies in FRED’s
capabilities, rather than as earnest attempts to fully quantify the sources of
dosimetric uncertainty.
Unifying the sources of uncertainty investigated in this thesis into a
more cohesive model, ideally under the banner of a single FRED function,
would make it much easier to investigate the dosimetric uncertainties being
wrought by environmental fluctuations. This would also allow them to be
more definitively quantified, rather than each being calculated separately.
7.2.3 Experimental Work
Additional experimental work needs to be undertaken in concert with fur-
ther simulations. As the aim of this project was to assess FRED as a modelling
tool, very little experimental work was undertaken, and none was conducted
to assess the validity of our later investigations.
Potential avenues of further experimental work include attempting the
geometric refinements proposed in Chapter 6 and measuring different refrac-
tive index gradients in order to assess the degree of improvement in dosimet-
ric uncertainty. The FRED model should be improved in concert with exper-
imental testing in order to ensure that its output remains consistent with the





Optical modelling programs have been used in the past to to model complex
phenomena involving coherent light, from diffraction effects [28], to laser in-
terference [27], to holography [29]. However, no precedent exists for using an
optical modelling package of this nature to model interferometry for the pur-
poses of radiation dosimetry. The goal of this research was to assess whether
such software in general, and FRED specifically was suitable for this mod-
elling task, and whether it could be used to model and refine our research
group’s experimental interferometric dosimeter.
After extensive analysis of FRED’s coherent light handling capabilities,
and the completion of several case studies in modelling and optimising our
prototype dosimeter, FRED was found to be suitable for the proposed tasks.
Dosimeters reproduced in FRED, from a simple Michelson interferometer
to a full model of our LFTDH dosimeter, were capable of resolving doses on
the order of relevance for clinical dosimetry, and dose distributions modelled
in FRED were able to be reconstructed using the same algorithms utilised by
the experimental radiation dosimeter.
Perturbation of the full model of our prototype dosimeter also yielded re-
sults according to the expected trends. Vibrational and short-timescale atmo-
spheric perturbations yielded large increases in hologram noise and there-
fore much lower spatial and dose resolution. Comparing the results of the
full LFTDH model under uncertainty perturbation with those acquired from
the unperturbed system yielded approximately a 50% decrease in spatial res-
olution compared to the unperturbed system, with a corresponding decrease
in dose resolution.
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Finally, FRED was shown to be capable of virtually prototyping refine-
ments to the dosimeter system through two case studies in geometrical
optimisation. The reference and object path lengths in the dosimeter
were equalised, and this alteration was successfully shown to reduce the
susceptibility of the dosimeter to large-scale environmental changes. The
dosimeter was then miniaturised, which was shown to make the dosimeter
more robust against short-timescale environmental noise.
These case studies in modelling the prototype, investigating its uncer-
tainties, and virtually refining the dosimeter suffice to show that FRED is
capable of being used to test improvements to our radiation dosimeter. With
the development of more holistic uncertainty models and more quantitative
measures of system performance, optical modelling has the potential to be
an enormously powerful tool in refining dosimetric systems of this nature.
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A.1 Dose to OPL Calculations
1 func t ion re f Ind = Temp2RefInd ( temp , wavelength )
2 %TEMP2REFIND Summary of t h i s funct ion goes here
3 % Detai led explanat ion goes here
4
5 % Given v a r i a b l e s
6 T = temp ; WL = wavelength ;
7 % Tabulate the cons tants given in Bashkatov and Genina
8 A0 = 1 . 3 2 0 8 ; A1 = −1.2325E−5; A2 = −1.8674E−6;
A3 = 5 .0233E−9;
9 B0 = 5 2 0 8 . 2 4 1 3 ; B1 = −0.5179; B2 = −2.284E−2;
B3 = 6 .9608E−5;
10 C0 = −2.5551E8 ; C1 = −18341.336; C2 = −917.2319;
C3 = 2 . 7 7 2 9 ;
11 D0 = 9 . 3 4 9 5 ; D1 = 1 .7855E−3; D2 = 3 .6733E−5;
D3 = −1.2936E−7;
12
13 % Express Cauchy approximation as t h i r d order polynomial
.
14 E0 = A0 + B0/WL̂ 2 + C0/WL̂ 4 + D0/WL^6;
15 E1 = A1 + B1/WL̂ 2 + C1/WL̂ 4 + D1/WL^6;
16 E2 = A2 + B2/WL̂ 2 + C2/WL̂ 4 + D2/WL^6;
17 E3 = A3 + B3/WL̂ 2 + C3/WL̂ 4 + D3/WL^6;
18
19 re f Ind = E0 + E1 ∗ T + E2∗T^2 + E3 ∗ T^3;
20 end
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A.2 Edlén Calculations
1 func t ion nTPf = nAtmosCalc ( T , p , relH , wavL)
2 %NATMOSCALC C a l c u l a t e s r e f r a c t i v e index of a i r given
atmospheric params .
3 % Inputs : T − a i r temperature (C)
4 % P − a i r pressure ( kPa )
5 % relH − r e l a t i v e humidity (%)
6 % wavL − l i g h t wavelength (um)
7
8 % Define the values of Edlen equation cons tants .
9 A = 8 3 4 2 . 5 4 ;
10 B = 2406147 ;
11 C = 15998 ;
12 D = 9 6 0 9 5 . 4 3 ;
13 E = 0 . 6 0 1 ;
14 F = 0 . 0 0 9 7 2 ;
15 G = 0 . 0 0 3 6 6 1 ;
16
17 % Convert a i r pressure to Pa
18 P = p ∗ 1000 ;
19
20 % Ca l c u l a te the squared wavenumber from l a s e r vacuum
wavelength .
21 S = wavL^(−2) ;
22
23 % Ca l c u l a te standard r e f ind of the a i r f o r the
given wavelength .
24 nS = 1 + 10^(−8) ∗ (A + B/(130−S ) + C/(38.9−S ) ) ;
25
26 % Ca l c u l a te the temperature and pressure c o r r e c t e d
r e f r a c t i v e index .
27 X = (1 + 10^(−8) ∗ (E − F∗T ) ∗P ) /(1 + G∗T ) ;
28 nTP = 1 + P∗ ( nS − 1) ∗X/D;
29
30 % Ca l c u l a te the vapour pressure of the a i r .
31 pWV = RHtoVP( T , relH ) ;
32
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33 % Ca l c u l a te the humidity c o r r e c t e d r e f r a c t i v e index .
34 nTPf = nTP − 10^(−10) ∗ ( ( 2 9 2 . 7 5 ) /(T + 2 7 3 . 1 5 ) )
∗ (3 .7345−0.401∗S ) ∗pWV;
35 end
A.3 Reconstruction Code
1 %% Document Cleanup
2 c l e a r a l l
3 c l o s e a l l
4
5 %% User input v a r i a b l e s .
6 expName = ’ FPSheet ’ ; % Experiment name f o r s tored
holograms .
7
8 lambda = 632 .8 e−9; % Wavelength [m] of l a s e r in
s imulat ion
9 p i x s i z e = 6 . 7 e−6; % P i x e l s i z e [m] of d e t e c t o r . ( 6 . 7 e
−6 f o r CMOS)
10 d i s t = 0 . 3 7 5 ; % Object to camera d i s t a n c e [m] .
11 pathL = 0 . 0 1 ; % Path length of phantom [m] .
12 t I n i t = 2 0 ; % I n i t i a l c e l l temperature [C ] .
13
14 refName = s t r c a t (expName , ’ Ref . dat ’ ) ;
15 objName = s t r c a t (expName , ’ Obj . dat ’ ) ;
16
17 r e f = importImg ( refName ) ;
18 obj = importImg ( objName ) ;
19
20 r e s o l u t i o n = s i z e ( r e f ) ; % Set the r e s o l u t i o n based on
image s i z e .
21
22 %% Display raw r e f e r e n c e / o b j e c t holograms .
23 f i g u r e ( )
24 imagesc ( r e f )
25 s e t ( gca , ’ xTick ’ , [ ] , ’ yTick ’ , [ ] )
26 s e t ( gca , ’ LooseInset ’ , get ( gca , ’ T i g h t I n s e t ’ ) )
27
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28
29 f i g u r e
30 imagesc ( ob j )
31 s e t ( gca , ’ xTick ’ , [ ] , ’ yTick ’ , [ ] )
32 s e t ( gca , ’ LooseInset ’ , get ( gca , ’ T i g h t I n s e t ’ ) )
33
34
35 %% Add noise to the holograms and display the
recons t ruc ted inter ferogram .
36 %
37 vRef = var ( r e f ( : ) ) ;
38 vObj = var ( ob j ( : ) ) ;
39
40 refNoise = imnoise ( re f , ’ gaussian ’ , 0 , vRef /10) ;
41 objNoise = imnoise ( obj , ’ gaussian ’ , 0 , vObj /10) ;
42
43 % Ca l c u l a te the inter ferogram using the noise−added
holograms .
44 O3 = S i m p l i f i e d F r e s n e l R e c o n s t r u c t i o n ( refNoise+objNoise
, . . .
45 lambda , p ixs ize ,
r e s o l u t i o n , d i s t
) ;
46
47 f i g u r e
48 imagesc ( log ( abs (O3) ) )
49 s e t ( gca , ’ xTick ’ , [ ] , ’ yTick ’ , [ ] )
50 s e t ( gca , ’ LooseInset ’ , get ( gca , ’ T i g h t I n s e t ’ ) )
51 colormap gray
52
53 % Display the inter ferogram
54 f r = f i g u r e ;
55 imagesc ( log ( abs (O3) ) ) ;
56 t i t l e ( ’ Reconstructed Inter ferogram . Drag to
s e l e c t ROI ’ )
57 a x i s equal t i g h t
58 colormap gray
59
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60 % Get crop ROI by manually s e l e c t i n g an area on the
inter ferogram .
61 r e c t = g e t r e c t ( f r ) ;
62 cropROI = round ( r e c t ) ;
63
64 %% I n i t i a l i s e empty c o n t a i n e r s f o r r e c o n s t r u c t i o n s t a g e s
.
65 O1 = double ( zeros ( [ cropROI ( 4 ) cropROI ( 3 ) ] ) ) ;%Reference
66 O2 = double ( zeros ( [ cropROI ( 4 ) cropROI ( 3 ) ] ) ) ;%Object
67 O3 = double ( zeros ( [ cropROI ( 4 ) cropROI ( 3 ) ] ) ) ;%Combined
68
69 t h e t a 1 = double ( zeros ( [ cropROI ( 4 ) cropROI ( 3 ) ] ) ) ; % Ref
angle
70 t h e t a 2 = double ( zeros ( [ cropROI ( 4 ) cropROI ( 3 ) ] ) ) ; % Obj
angle
71 t h e t a 3 = double ( zeros ( [ cropROI ( 4 ) cropROI ( 3 ) ] ) ) ; % I n t
angle
72
73 UnwrappedPhase2D_Herraez = double ( zeros ( [ cropROI ( 4 )
cropROI ( 3 ) ] ) ) ;
74
75 %% Reconstruct the n o i s e l e s s holograms
76 % Reference r e c o n s t r u c t i o n
77 O1 = S i m p l i f i e d F r e s n e l R e c o n s t r u c t i o n ( . . .
78 re f , . . .
79 lambda , . . .
80 pixs ize , . . .
81 r e s o l u t i o n , . . .
82 dis t , . . .
83 cropROI ) ;
84
85 % Object r e c o n s t r u c t i o n .
86 O2 = S i m p l i f i e d F r e s n e l R e c o n s t r u c t i o n ( . . .
87 obj , . . .
88 lambda , . . .
89 pixs ize , . . .
90 r e s o l u t i o n , . . .
91 dis t , . . .
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92 cropROI ) ;
93
94 % Combined r e c o n s t r u c t i o n .
95 O3 = S i m p l i f i e d F r e s n e l R e c o n s t r u c t i o n ( . . .
96 ( r e f + ob j ) , . . .
97 lambda , . . .
98 pixs ize , . . .
99 r e s o l u t i o n , . . .
100 dis t , . . .




105 %% E x t r a c t and unwrap the i n t e r f e r e n c e phase between
these two holograms .
106 t h e t a 1 ( : , : ) =angle (O1 ( : , : ) ) ;
107 t h e t a 2 ( : , : ) =angle (O2 ( : , : ) ) ;
108 dtheta ( : , : ) = I n t e r f e r e n c e P h a s e ( t h e t a 1 ( : , : ) , t h e t a 2 ( : , : ) ) ;
109 UnwrappedPhase2D_Herraez ( : , : ) = Herraez_2D_unwrapper_M (
s i n g l e ( dtheta ( : , : ) ) ) ;
110
111 angO3 = angle (O3 ( : , : ) ) ;
112
113 f i g u r e
114 imagesc ( dtheta )
115
116 f i g u r e
117 imagesc ( angO3 )
118 % %% Display the unwrapped phase ( l i n e a r and log )
119 f i g u r e
120 imagesc ( UnwrappedPhase2D_Herraez )
121 s e t ( gca , ’ xTick ’ , [ ] , ’ yTick ’ , [ ] )
122 s e t ( gca , ’ LooseInset ’ , get ( gca , ’ T i g h t I n s e t ’ ) )
123 colormap ( gray )
124 t r u e s i z e ( [ 4 2 0 , 5 6 0 ] )
125
126
127 f i g u r e
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128 imagesc ( log ( abs ( UnwrappedPhase2D_Herraez ) ) )
129 s e t ( gca , ’ xTick ’ , [ ] , ’ yTick ’ , [ ] )
130 s e t ( gca , ’ LooseInset ’ , get ( gca , ’ T i g h t I n s e t ’ ) )
131 colormap ( gray )
132 t r u e s i z e ( [ 4 2 0 , 5 6 0 ] )
133 %
134 % %% P l o t the t r a n s e c t s across each row of the phantom .
135 % t r a n s e c t 1 = UnwrappedPhase2D_Herraez ( 3 0 , : ) ;
136 % t r a n s e c t 2 = UnwrappedPhase2D_Herraez ( 8 0 , : ) ;
137 % t r a n s e c t 3 = UnwrappedPhase2D_Herraez ( 1 3 0 , : ) ;
138 % t r a n s e c t 4 = UnwrappedPhase2D_Herraez ( 1 9 0 , : ) ;
139 %
140 % f i g u r e
141 % p l o t ( t r a n s e c t 1 )
142 %
143 % f i g u r e
144 % p l o t ( t r a n s e c t 2 )
145 %
146 % f i g u r e
147 % p l o t ( t r a n s e c t 3 )
148 %
149 % f i g u r e
150 % p l o t ( t r a n s e c t 4 )
151 %
152 %
153 % %% Unwrapped phase to dose
154 % OPD = −UnwrappedPhase2D_Herraez ∗ ( lambda /(2∗ pi ) ) ;
155 % nChange = OPD/pathL ;
156 %
157 % % Work out the o r i g i n a l r e f r a c t i v e index of the water .
158 % n I n i t i a l = Temp2RefInd ( t I n i t , lambda∗10^9) ; % lambda
must be in nanometers
159 %
160 % % Ca l c u l a te the a c t u a l r e f r a c t i v e index of the water
from the change .
161 % nAbsolute = nChange + n I n i t i a l ;
162 %
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163 % % Ca l c u l a te the temperature of the c e l l based on
absolute r e f r a c t i v e index .
164 % temperature = GetTempMap( nAbsolute , lambda∗10^9) ;
165 % tempChange = temperature − t I n i t ;
166 % doseChange = 4181 .8∗ tempChange ;
167
168 % f i g u r e ( )
169 % imagesc (OPD)
170 % t i t l e ( ’OPD map’ )
171 %
172 % f i g u r e ( )
173 % imagesc ( nChange )
174 % t i t l e ( ’ re f Ind change ’ )
175 %
176 % f i g u r e ( )
177 % imagesc ( nAbsolute )
178 % t i t l e ( ’ Absolute r e f r a c t i v e index of i r r a d i a t e d c e l l ’ )
179 %
180 % f i g u r e ( )
181 % imagesc ( temperature )
182 % t i t l e ( ’ Temperature map of i r r a d i a t e d c e l l ’ )
183 %
184 % f i g u r e ( )
185 % imagesc ( doseChange )




189 % f i g u r e
190 % xx = 1 : cropROI ( 3 ) ;
191 % p l o t ( xx , nChange ( round ( cropROI ( 4 ) /2) , : ) )
192 % t i t l e ( ’ R e f r a c t i v e Index Change ’ )
193 % x l a b e l ( ’ P i x e l ( x d i r e c t i o n ) ’ )
194 % y l a b e l ( ’ R e f r a c t i v e Index ’ )
195 %
196 %
197 % f i g u r e
198 % xx = 1 : cropROI ( 3 ) ;
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199 % p l o t ( xx , tempChange ( round ( cropROI ( 4 ) /2) , : ) )
200 % t i t l e ( ’ Temperature Change ’ )
201 % x l a b e l ( ’ P i x e l ( x d i r e c t i o n ) ’ )




206 % f i g u r e
207 % xx = 1 : cropROI ( 3 ) ;
208 % p l o t ( xx , doseChange ( round ( cropROI ( 4 ) /2) , : ) )
209 % t i t l e ( ’ Dose ’ )
210 % x l a b e l ( ’ P i x e l ( x d i r e c t i o n ) ’ )





B.1 Hologram Export Code
1 ’ #Language "WWB−COM"
2





8 DeleteRays ( )
9 ARNDeleteAllNodes ( )
10 ClearOutputWindow ( )
11
12 Dim expName As S t r i n g ’ Name of the experiment
( wr i t ten i n t o fNames )
13 Dim saveDir As S t r i n g ’ Name of the d i r e c t o r y
f o r the data f i l e s .
14 Dim analysisNa As S t r i n g ’ Name of the a n a l y s i s
s u r f a c e being used .
15 Dim phantomKW As S t r i n g ’ Keyword l a b e l on
phantom to be used as o b j e c t .
16
17 ’ Se t f i lename and save d i r e c t o r y f o r the exported data
f i l e .
18 saveDir = "C:\ Documents\MSc Thesis\ThesisData\Exp 03 −
LFTDH\"
19 expName = " FP1 "
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20
21
22 ’ Se t the a n a l y s i s name and phantom name .
23 analysisNa = " Analysis Surface ( s ) . CMOSChip"
24 phantomKW = " FPSheet "
25
26
27 ’ Trace rays and save the r e s u l t i n g r e f e r e n c e and o b j e c t
holograms .
28 Expor tRef I r r ( saveDir , expName , analysisNa )
29 P r i n t " Reference hologram s u c c e s s f u l l y acquired . "
30 ExportObj I rr ( saveDir , expName , analysisNa , phantomKW )






37 Function Expor tRef I r r ( saveDir As Str ing , fName As
Str ing , anaSurfName As S t r i n g )
38
39 ’ Dimension save parameters .
40 Dim saveName As S t r i n g
41
42 saveName = saveDir & fName & " Ref . dat "
43
44 ’ Dimension a n a l y s i s s u r f a c e parameters .
45 Dim anaNode As Long
46 Dim ana As T_ANALYSIS
47 Dim noPixX As Long
48 Dim noPixY As Long
49
50 anaNode = FindFullName ( anaSurfName )
51 LoadAnalysis ( anaNode , ana )
52 noPixX = 1 + ana .Amax − ana . Amin
53 noPixY = 1 + ana . Bmax − ana . Bmin
54
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55 ’ Se t the beam dumps and a l l phantom o b j e c t s to
be untracab le .
56 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( "BeamDumps" , Fa l se )
57 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( " Phantoms " , Fa l se )
58
59 ’ Ensure the a t t e n u a t o r i s t r a c e a b l e
60 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( " Attenuator " , True )
61
62 ’ Dimension ARN node and array to s t o r e
i r r a d i a n c e map .
63 Dim arnNode As Long
64 Dim i r r a d ( ) As Double
65
66 ’ Trace rays and e x t r a c t i r r a d i a n c e data .
67 EnableTextPr int ing ( Fa l se )
68 TraceCreate
69 IrradianceToARN ( anaNode , " IrradMap " , arnNode )
70 ARNGetDataAsDoubleArray ( arnNode , i r r a d ( ) )
71 EnableTextPr int ing ( True )
72







79 Function ExportObj I rr ( saveDir As Str ing , fName As
Str ing , anaSurfName As Str ing , phantomKW As S t r i n g )
80
81 ’ Dimension save parameters .
82 Dim saveName As S t r i n g
83
84 saveName = saveDir & fName & " Obj . dat "
85
86 ’ Dimension a n a l y s i s s u r f a c e parameters .
87 Dim anaNode As Long
88 Dim ana As T_ANALYSIS
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89 Dim noPixX As Long
90 Dim noPixY As Long
91
92 anaNode = FindFullName ( anaSurfName )
93 LoadAnalysis ( anaNode , ana )
94 noPixX = 1 + ana .Amax − ana . Amin
95 noPixY = 1 + ana . Bmax − ana . Bmin
96
97 ’ Se t the beam dumps and a l l phantom o b j e c t s to
be untracab le .
98 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( "BeamDumps" , Fa l se )
99 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( " Phantoms " , Fa l se )
100
101 ’ Ensure the a t t e n u a t o r i s t r a c e a b l e
102 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( " Attenuator " , True )
103
104 ’ Se t the phantom to t r a c e a b l e .
105 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( phantomKW, True )
106
107 ’ Dimension ARN node and array to s t o r e
i r r a d i a n c e map .
108 Dim arnNode As Long
109 Dim i r r a d ( ) As Double
110
111 ’ Trace rays and e x t r a c t i r r a d i a n c e data .
112 EnableTextPr int ing ( Fa l se )
113 TraceCreate
114 IrradianceToARN ( anaNode , " IrradMap " , arnNode )
115 ARNGetDataAsDoubleArray ( arnNode , i r r a d ( ) )
116 EnableTextPr int ing ( True )
117
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124 Function WriteArrayToFile ( f u l l F i l e N a As Str ing , dataArr
( ) As Double , arraySizeX As Long , arraySizeY As Long
)
125
126 Dim m As Long , n As Long
127 Dim row As S t r i n g
128 Dim xInds As Long , yInds As Long
129
130 yInds = arraySizeY−1
131 xInds = arraySizeX−1
132
133
134 Open f u l l F i l e N a For Output As 1
135 For m = 0 To yInds
136 row = " "
137 For n = 0 To xInds
138 row = row & S t r ( dataArr ( xInds−n ,
yInds−m) ) & " "
139 Next n







147 Function SetTraceableByKeyWord ( kwName As Str ing ,
t r a c e F l a g As Boolean )
148
149 Dim beamDumpKeyNo As Long
150 Dim beamDumpCount As Long
151 Dim itemType As S t r i n g
152 Dim itemNodes ( ) As Long
153 Dim kwArray ( 0 ) As Long
154 Dim m As Long
155
156 itemType = " ent "
157
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158 beamDumpKeyNo = KeywordFind ( kwName )
159
160 I f beamDumpKeyNo < 0 Then
161 P r i n t "ERROR: s p e c i f i e d keyword " &
kwName & " not found . E x i t i n g
funct ion . "
162 E x i t Function
163 End I f
164 kwArray ( 0 ) = beamDumpKeyNo
165
166 beamDumpCount = KeywordsGetAppliedItems (
itemType , kwArray ( ) , itemNodes ( ) )
167
168 For m = 0 To (beamDumpCount − 1)






B.2 Populate Atmosphere Script
1 ’ #Language "WWB−COM"
2




7 Dim voxSA , bufferSA As Double
8 Dim atmosBounds ( ) As Double
9 Dim atmosBoundName As S t r i n g
10 Dim atmosNo As Long
11 Dim atmosParams ( 0 ) As Double
12 Dim PopAtOutput ( ) As Long
13 Dim coatI tems ( 0 ) As Long
14
15 ClearOutputWindow
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16
17 atmosParams ( 0 ) = 5
18
19 voxSA = 4 . 5




24 atmosBounds = GetAtmosBounds ( " Geometry .
BoundingBlock " )
25 atmosNo = CreateAtmosphere ( )
26 PopAtOutput = PopulateAtmosphere ( atmosNo ,
atmosBounds , atmosParams , voxSA , bufferSA )
27
28 coat I tems ( 0 ) = atmosNo
29 SetSurfsAssignCoat ing ( 4 , coatItems , True )
30
31
32 P r i n t " "
33 P r i n t " Atmosphere Bounds "
34 P r i n t atmosBounds ( 0 ) & " " & atmosBounds ( 1 )
35 P r i n t atmosBounds ( 2 ) & " " & atmosBounds ( 3 )






42 Function PopulateAtmosphere ( atmosNo As Long ,
atmosBounds ( ) As Double , atmosParams ( ) As Double ,




45 ’ F i l l s the atmosphere with a i r voxels .
F i r s t voxel o r i g i n i s a t the
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46 ’ xMin , yMin , zMin coordinate . F i l l s the
atmosphere with voxels u n t i l the
47 ’ voxel o r i g i n i s g r e a t e r than the xMax ,




50 Dim voxCoord ( 2 ) As Double
51 Dim voxNumX, voxNumY, voxNumZ As Long
52 Dim numArr ( 2 ) As Long
53 Dim xInd , yInd , zInd As Long




58 ’ Se t coordinates of the f i r s t voxel equal to
the minimum atmosphere bounds .
59 voxCoord ( 0 ) = atmosBounds ( 0 ) − bufferSA
60 voxCoord ( 1 ) = atmosBounds ( 2 ) − bufferSA
61 voxCoord ( 2 ) = atmosBounds ( 4 ) − bufferSA
62
63 ’ C a l c u la t e the number of voxels needed to f i l l
atmosphere .
64 voxNumX = ( atmosBounds ( 1 ) − atmosBounds ( 0 ) ) / ( (
voxSA + bufferSA ) ∗ 2) + 1
65 voxNumY = ( atmosBounds ( 3 ) − atmosBounds ( 2 ) ) / ( (
voxSA + bufferSA ) ∗ 2) + 1
66 voxNumZ = ( atmosBounds ( 5 ) − atmosBounds ( 4 ) ) / ( (
voxSA + bufferSA ) ∗ 2) + 1
67
68 P r i n t voxNumX & " " & voxNumY & " " & voxNumZ
69
70 ’ Loop over the voxel numbers to c r e a t e each
voxel .
71 For xInd = 0 To voxNumX
72 For yInd = 0 To voxNumY
73 For zInd = 0 To voxNumZ
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74
75 ’ Create the voxel a t
the r i g h t x , y , z
coordinates .
76 CreateVoxel ( atmosNo ,
voxMatName , voxCoord ,
voxSA )
77
78 voxCoord ( 0 ) = (
atmosBounds ( 0 ) + (
voxSA + bufferSA ) ∗ 2
∗ xInd ) − bufferSA
79 voxCoord ( 1 ) = (
atmosBounds ( 2 ) + (
voxSA + bufferSA ) ∗ 2
∗ yInd ) − bufferSA
80 voxCoord ( 2 ) = (
atmosBounds ( 4 ) + (
voxSA + bufferSA ) ∗ 2













93 Function CreateVoxel ( atmosNo As Long , voxMatName As
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95 ’
96 ’ Creates a cubic voxel of the m a t e r i a l
s p e c i f i e d by voxMatName using the
97 ’ T_LENS type template .
98 ’
99 ’ INPUTS : atmosNo = the node number of the
atmosphere subassembly [ Long ]
100 ’ voxMatName = the name of
the voxel m a t e r i a l [ S t r i n g ]
101 ’ voxSA = the semiaperture
of the cubic voxel [ Double ]
102 ’ voxCoord ( ) = the x ( 0 ) ,
y ( 1 ) , z ( 2 ) coords of voxel o r i g i n [ Double ]
103 ’




107 Dim lensTemplate As T_LENS
108 Dim lensEnt As T_ENTITY
109 Dim lensOp As T_OPERATION
110 Dim lensNo As Long
111 Dim lensNoArr ( 0 ) As Long
112
113 Dim voxMatNames ( 8 ) As S t r i n g
114 Dim randNum As Double
115 Dim matNum As I n t e g e r
116 Dim matID As Long
117
118 voxMatNames ( 0 ) = " PerturbedAir0 "
119 voxMatNames ( 1 ) = " PerturbedAir1 "
120 voxMatNames ( 2 ) = " PerturbedAir2 "
121 voxMatNames ( 3 ) = " PerturbedAir3 "
122 voxMatNames ( 4 ) = " PerturbedAir4 "
123 voxMatNames ( 5 ) = " PerturbedAir5 "
124 voxMatNames ( 6 ) = " PerturbedAir6 "
125 voxMatNames ( 7 ) = " PerturbedAir7 "
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126 voxMatNames ( 8 ) = " PerturbedAir8 "
127
128 ’ S e l e c t a random perturbed m a t e r i a l .
129 randNum = 9 ∗ Rnd ( )
130 matNum = I n t (randNum)
131 P r i n t randNum
132 P r i n t matNum
133
134 lensOp . parent = −1
135 lensOp . Type = " S h i f t "
136 lensOp . val1 = voxCoord ( 0 )
137 lensOp . val2 = voxCoord ( 1 )
138 lensOp . val3 = voxCoord ( 2 )
139
140 ’ Se t the voxel to be t r a c e a b l e and parented by
the atmosphere .
141 lensEnt . parent = atmosNo
142 lensEnt . neverTraceable = " Fa l se "
143 lensEnt . t r a c e a b l e = " True "
144
145 ’ Se t the lens parameters
146 lensTemplate . g lassCata log = " Current "
147 lensTemplate . glassName = voxMatNames (matNum)
148 lensTemplate . immerseCatalog = " Current "
149 lensTemplate . immerseName = " Air "
150 lensTemplate . paramType = " Radii "
151 lensTemplate . param1 = 0
152 lensTemplate . param2 = 0
153 lensTemplate . t h i c k n e s s = voxSA∗2
154
155 lensNo = AddLens ( lensEnt , lensTemplate )
156 lensNoArr ( 0 ) = lensNo
157 AddOperation lensNo , lensOp
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165 ’ Finds the x , y , and z bounds of the atmosphere
from the bounding box o b j e c t .
166 ’
167 ’ Returns a 5 element Double array which
conta ins :
168 ’ bounds ( 0 ) = xMin coordinate in g loba l
system .
169 ’ bounds ( 1 ) = xMax . . .
170 ’ bounds ( 2 ) = yMin . . .
171 ’ bounds ( 3 ) = yMax . . .
172 ’ bounds ( 4 ) = zMin . . .
173 ’ bounds ( 5 ) = zMax . . .
174 ’
175 ’ The bounding box s p e c i f i e d by boundBoxName
should be an element p r i m i t i v e






180 ’ Dimesion Parameters
181 Dim boxNo As Long
182 Dim xSA As Double
183 Dim ySA As Double
184 Dim zSA As Double
185 Dim bounds ( 5 ) As Double
186 Dim boundOp As T_OPERATION
187
188 ’ Find the box and get the s h i f t operat ion data .
189 boxNo = FindFullName ( boundBoxName )
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190 GetOperation boxNo , 1 , boundOp
191
192 ’ C a l c u la t e the bounds of the box .
193 bounds ( 0 ) = −1 ∗ ElemGetParmValue ( boxNo , " a " )
+ boundOp . val1
194 bounds ( 1 ) = ElemGetParmValue ( boxNo , " a " )
+ boundOp . val1
195 bounds ( 2 ) = −1 ∗ ElemGetParmValue ( boxNo , " b " )
+ boundOp . val2
196 bounds ( 3 ) = ElemGetParmValue ( boxNo , " b " )
+ boundOp . val2
197 bounds ( 4 ) = −1 ∗ ElemGetParmValue ( boxNo , " c " )
+ boundOp . val3
198 bounds ( 5 ) = ElemGetParmValue ( boxNo , " c " )
+ boundOp . val3
199
200 ’ Return the bounds of the atmosphere .








208 ’ Creates a subassembly c a l l e d " Atmosphere " in
which to s t o r e the a i r voxels .
209 ’ I f such a subassembly already e x i s t s , t h i s
funct ion w i l l d e l e t e i t and
210 ’ c r e a t e a new one in order to avoid doubling up
on the voxel numbers .
211 ’
212 ’ INPUTS : None .
213 ’ OUTPUTS: Node number of the
atmosphere subassembly As Long .
214 ’




217 ’ Dimension parameters .
218 Dim atmosNo As Long
219 Dim atmosEn As T_ENTITY
220
221 ’ Assign parameter values .
222 atmosEn . parent = FindFullName ( " Geometry " )
223 atmosEn . name = " Atmosphere "
224 atmosEn . t r a c e a b l e = True
225
226 ’ Look f o r an e x i s t i n g ’ atmosphere ’ sub−array .
227 atmosNo = FindFullName ( " Geometry . Atmosphere " )
228
229 ’ I f ’ atmosphere ’ already e x i s t s , d e l e t e i t .
230 I f atmosNo <> −1 Then
231 D e l e t e E n t i t y ( atmosNo )
232 P r i n t " Deleted e x i s t i n g Atmosphere
subassembly . "
233 End I f
234
235 ’ Create a new subassembly c a l l e d Atmosphere .
Return i t s node ID .
236 atmosNo = AddSubassembly ( atmosEn )
237 P r i n t " Created new Atmosphere subassembly . "
238 CreateAtmosphere = atmosNo
239
240 End Function
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1 ’ #Language "WWB−COM"
2
3 Option E x p l i c i t
4
5 Sub Main
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6
7 ’Document Cleanup
8 DeleteRays ( )
9 ARNDeleteAllNodes ( )
10 ClearOutputWindow ( )
11
12 Dim expName As S t r i n g ’ Name of the experiment
( wr i t ten i n t o fNames )
13 Dim saveDir As S t r i n g ’ Name of the d i r e c t o r y
f o r the data f i l e s .
14 Dim analysisNa As S t r i n g ’ Name of the a n a l y s i s
s u r f a c e being used .
15 Dim phantomKW As S t r i n g ’ Keyword l a b e l on
phantom to be used as o b j e c t .
16
17 ’ Se t f i lename and save d i r e c t o r y f o r the exported data
f i l e .
18 saveDir = "C:\ Documents\MSc Thesis\ThesisData\Exp 03 −
LFTDH\"
19 expName = " FP1 "
20
21
22 ’ Se t the a n a l y s i s name and phantom name .
23 analysisNa = " Analysis Surface ( s ) . CMOSChip"
24 phantomKW = " FPSheet "
25
26
27 ’ Trace rays and save the r e s u l t i n g r e f e r e n c e and o b j e c t
holograms .
28 Expor tRef I r r ( saveDir , expName , analysisNa )
29 P r i n t " Reference hologram s u c c e s s f u l l y acquired . "
30 ExportObj I rr ( saveDir , expName , analysisNa , phantomKW )
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37 Function Expor tRef I r r ( saveDir As Str ing , fName As
Str ing , anaSurfName As S t r i n g )
38
39 ’ Dimension save parameters .
40 Dim saveName As S t r i n g
41
42 saveName = saveDir & fName & " Ref . dat "
43
44 ’ Dimension a n a l y s i s s u r f a c e parameters .
45 Dim anaNode As Long
46 Dim ana As T_ANALYSIS
47 Dim noPixX As Long
48 Dim noPixY As Long
49
50 anaNode = FindFullName ( anaSurfName )
51 LoadAnalysis ( anaNode , ana )
52 noPixX = 1 + ana .Amax − ana . Amin
53 noPixY = 1 + ana . Bmax − ana . Bmin
54
55 ’ Se t the beam dumps and a l l phantom o b j e c t s to
be untracab le .
56 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( "BeamDumps" , Fa l se )
57 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( " Phantoms " , Fa l se )
58
59 ’ Ensure the a t t e n u a t o r i s t r a c e a b l e
60 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( " Attenuator " , True )
61
62 ’ Dimension ARN node and array to s t o r e
i r r a d i a n c e map .
63 Dim arnNode As Long
64 Dim i r r a d ( ) As Double
65
66 ’ Trace rays and e x t r a c t i r r a d i a n c e data .
67 EnableTextPr int ing ( Fa l se )
68 TraceCreate
69 IrradianceToARN ( anaNode , " IrradMap " , arnNode )
70 ARNGetDataAsDoubleArray ( arnNode , i r r a d ( ) )
71 EnableTextPr int ing ( True )
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72







79 Function ExportObj I rr ( saveDir As Str ing , fName As
Str ing , anaSurfName As Str ing , phantomKW As S t r i n g )
80
81 ’ Dimension save parameters .
82 Dim saveName As S t r i n g
83
84 saveName = saveDir & fName & " Obj . dat "
85
86 ’ Dimension a n a l y s i s s u r f a c e parameters .
87 Dim anaNode As Long
88 Dim ana As T_ANALYSIS
89 Dim noPixX As Long
90 Dim noPixY As Long
91
92 anaNode = FindFullName ( anaSurfName )
93 LoadAnalysis ( anaNode , ana )
94 noPixX = 1 + ana .Amax − ana . Amin
95 noPixY = 1 + ana . Bmax − ana . Bmin
96
97 ’ Se t the beam dumps and a l l phantom o b j e c t s to
be untracab le .
98 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( "BeamDumps" , Fa l se )
99 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( " Phantoms " , Fa l se )
100
101 ’ Ensure the a t t e n u a t o r i s t r a c e a b l e
102 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( " Attenuator " , True )
103
104 ’ Se t the phantom to t r a c e a b l e .
105 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( phantomKW, True )
106
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107 ’ Dimension ARN node and array to s t o r e
i r r a d i a n c e map .
108 Dim arnNode As Long
109 Dim i r r a d ( ) As Double
110
111 ’ Trace rays and e x t r a c t i r r a d i a n c e data .
112 EnableTextPr int ing ( Fa l se )
113 TraceCreate
114 IrradianceToARN ( anaNode , " IrradMap " , arnNode )
115 ARNGetDataAsDoubleArray ( arnNode , i r r a d ( ) )
116 EnableTextPr int ing ( True )
117







124 Function WriteArrayToFile ( f u l l F i l e N a As Str ing , dataArr
( ) As Double , arraySizeX As Long , arraySizeY As Long
)
125
126 Dim m As Long , n As Long
127 Dim row As S t r i n g
128 Dim xInds As Long , yInds As Long
129
130 yInds = arraySizeY−1
131 xInds = arraySizeX−1
132
133
134 Open f u l l F i l e N a For Output As 1
135 For m = 0 To yInds
136 row = " "
137 For n = 0 To xInds
138 row = row & S t r ( dataArr ( xInds−n ,
yInds−m) ) & " "
139 Next n
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147 Function SetTraceableByKeyWord ( kwName As Str ing ,
t r a c e F l a g As Boolean )
148
149 Dim beamDumpKeyNo As Long
150 Dim beamDumpCount As Long
151 Dim itemType As S t r i n g
152 Dim itemNodes ( ) As Long
153 Dim kwArray ( 0 ) As Long
154 Dim m As Long
155
156 itemType = " ent "
157
158 beamDumpKeyNo = KeywordFind ( kwName )
159
160 I f beamDumpKeyNo < 0 Then
161 P r i n t "ERROR: s p e c i f i e d keyword " &
kwName & " not found . E x i t i n g
funct ion . "
162 E x i t Function
163 End I f
164 kwArray ( 0 ) = beamDumpKeyNo
165
166 beamDumpCount = KeywordsGetAppliedItems (
itemType , kwArray ( ) , itemNodes ( ) )
167
168 For m = 0 To (beamDumpCount − 1)
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174 End Function
B.4 Heat Expansion Scripts
1 Sub Main
2
3 Dim opticH As Double ’ OpticHeight .
4 Dim deltaT As Double ’Temp change .
5 Dim expCoeff As Double ’ Expansion c o e f f i c i e n t .
6 Dim opticNo ( ) As Long ’ Holder f o r o p t i c nodes
no ’ s .




10 DeleteRays ( )
11 ARNDeleteAllNodes ( )
12 ClearOutputWindow ( )
13
14 ’ Se t the c o e f f i c i e n t s
15 expCoeff = 2 3 . 1 E−6
16
17 ’ C a l c u la t e heat expansion f a c t o r .
18 f a c = expCoeff ∗ deltaT
19
20 ’ Find a l l elements with the keyword ’ Optic ’ .
21 kwRet = KeywordsGetAppliedItems ( ’ ent ’ , ’ Optic ’ , opticNo
( ) )
22
23 ’ Perturb each o p t i c .
24 f o r i = 0 To kwRet
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1 ’ #Language "WWB−COM"
2




7 Dim v i b r a t i o n s ( ) As Double ’ Amplitude of
v i b r a t i o n s .
8 Dim expTime As Long ’ Exposure time (ms)
9 Dim o p t i As i n t e g e r ’ Optic index
10 Dim h o l i As i n t e g e r ’ Hologram Index
11 Dim expName As S t r i n g ’ Name of the experiment
( wr i t ten i n t o fNames )
12 Dim saveDir As S t r i n g ’ Name of the d i r e c t o r y
f o r the data f i l e s .
13 Dim analysisNa As S t r i n g ’ Name of the a n a l y s i s
s u r f a c e being used .
14 Dim phantomKW As S t r i n g ’ Keyword l a b e l on




18 DeleteRays ( )
19 ARNDeleteAllNodes ( )
20 ClearOutputWindow ( )
21
22 ’ Se t f i lename and save d i r e c t o r y f o r the exported data
f i l e .
23 saveDir = "C:\ Documents\MSc Thesis\ThesisData\Exp 03 −
LFTDH\"
24 expName = " FP1 "
25
26 ’ Se t the a n a l y s i s name and phantom name .
27 analysisNa = " Analysis Surface ( s ) . CMOSChip"
28 phantomKW = " FPSheet "
29
30 ’ Get node numbers of a l l o p t i c s .
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31 kwRet = KeywordsGetAppliedItems ( ’ ent ’ , ’ Optic ’ , opticNo
( ) )
32
33 f o r h o l i = 0 To expTime
34 f o r i = 0 To kwRet
35
36 VibrateOpt ic ( opticNo ( i ) , opticH ,




40 holNo = s t r ( h o l i )
41
42 ’ Trace rays and save the r e s u l t i n g r e f e r e n c e
and o b j e c t holograms .
43 ExportRefIrrTA ( saveDir , expName , holNo ,
analysisNa )
44 P r i n t " Reference hologram s u c c e s s f u l l y acquired .
"
45 ExportObjIrrTA ( saveDir , expName , holNo ,
analysisNa , phantomKW )
46 P r i n t " Object hologram s u c c e s s f u l l y acquired . "
47




52 Function VibrateOpt ic ( opticNo As Long , opticH As Double
, v i b r a t i o n s ( ) As Double )
53
54 Dim len As Long
55 Dim amp As Double
56 Dim i As I n t e g e r
57 Dim xTrans As Double
58 Dim yTrans As Double
59 Dim zTrans As Double
60 Dim xyRot As Double
61 Dim yzRot As Double
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62
63 len = v i b r a t i o n s . length
64 amp = 0
65
66 f o r i = 1 To len
67 amp += v i b r a t i o n s ( i )
68 next i
69 amp = amp/ i
70
71 xTrans = rnd ( ) ∗ amp
72 yTrans = rnd ( ) ∗ amp
73 zTrans = rnd ( ) ∗ amp
74 xyRot = atan ( xTrans /( opticH+yTrans ) )




79 Function ExportRefIrrTA ( saveDir As Str ing , fName As
Str ing , holNo As Str ing , anaSurfName As S t r i n g )
80
81 ’ Dimension save parameters .
82 Dim saveName As S t r i n g
83
84 saveName = saveDir & fName & " Ref " & holNo & " .
dat "
85
86 ’ Dimension a n a l y s i s s u r f a c e parameters .
87 Dim anaNode As Long
88 Dim ana As T_ANALYSIS
89 Dim noPixX As Long
90 Dim noPixY As Long
91
92 anaNode = FindFullName ( anaSurfName )
93 LoadAnalysis ( anaNode , ana )
94 noPixX = 1 + ana .Amax − ana . Amin
95 noPixY = 1 + ana . Bmax − ana . Bmin
96
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97 ’ Se t the beam dumps and a l l phantom o b j e c t s to
be untracab le .
98 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( "BeamDumps" , Fa l se )
99 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( " Phantoms " , Fa l se )
100
101 ’ Ensure the a t t e n u a t o r i s t r a c e a b l e
102 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( " Attenuator " , True )
103
104 ’ Dimension ARN node and array to s t o r e
i r r a d i a n c e map .
105 Dim arnNode As Long
106 Dim i r r a d ( ) As Double
107
108 ’ Trace rays and e x t r a c t i r r a d i a n c e data .
109 EnableTextPr int ing ( Fa l se )
110 TraceCreate
111 IrradianceToARN ( anaNode , " IrradMap " , arnNode )
112 ARNGetDataAsDoubleArray ( arnNode , i r r a d ( ) )
113 EnableTextPr int ing ( True )
114







121 Function ExportObj I rr ( saveDir As Str ing , fName As
Str ing , holNo as Str ing , anaSurfName As Str ing ,
phantomKW As S t r i n g )
122
123 ’ Dimension save parameters .
124 Dim saveName As S t r i n g
125
126 saveName = saveDir & fName & " Obj " & holNo & " .
dat "
127
128 ’ Dimension a n a l y s i s s u r f a c e parameters .
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129 Dim anaNode As Long
130 Dim ana As T_ANALYSIS
131 Dim noPixX As Long
132 Dim noPixY As Long
133
134 anaNode = FindFullName ( anaSurfName )
135 LoadAnalysis ( anaNode , ana )
136 noPixX = 1 + ana .Amax − ana . Amin
137 noPixY = 1 + ana . Bmax − ana . Bmin
138
139 ’ Se t the beam dumps and a l l phantom o b j e c t s to
be untracab le .
140 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( "BeamDumps" , Fa l se )
141 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( " Phantoms " , Fa l se )
142
143 ’ Ensure the a t t e n u a t o r i s t r a c e a b l e
144 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( " Attenuator " , True )
145
146 ’ Se t the phantom to t r a c e a b l e .
147 SetTraceableByKeyWord ( phantomKW, True )
148
149 ’ Dimension ARN node and array to s t o r e
i r r a d i a n c e map .
150 Dim arnNode As Long
151 Dim i r r a d ( ) As Double
152
153 ’ Trace rays and e x t r a c t i r r a d i a n c e data .
154 EnableTextPr int ing ( Fa l se )
155 TraceCreate
156 IrradianceToARN ( anaNode , " IrradMap " , arnNode )
157 ARNGetDataAsDoubleArray ( arnNode , i r r a d ( ) )
158 EnableTextPr int ing ( True )
159
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164 End Function
165
166 Function WriteArrayToFile ( f u l l F i l e N a As Str ing , dataArr
( ) As Double , arraySizeX As Long , arraySizeY As Long
)
167
168 Dim m As Long , n As Long
169 Dim row As S t r i n g
170 Dim xInds As Long , yInds As Long
171
172 yInds = arraySizeY−1
173 xInds = arraySizeX−1
174
175
176 Open f u l l F i l e N a For Output As 1
177 For m = 0 To yInds
178 row = " "
179 For n = 0 To xInds
180 row = row & S t r ( dataArr ( xInds−n ,
yInds−m) ) & " "
181 Next n







189 Function SetTraceableByKeyWord ( kwName As Str ing ,
t r a c e F l a g As Boolean )
190
191 Dim beamDumpKeyNo As Long
192 Dim beamDumpCount As Long
193 Dim itemType As S t r i n g
194 Dim itemNodes ( ) As Long
195 Dim kwArray ( 0 ) As Long
196 Dim m As Long
197
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198 itemType = " ent "
199
200 beamDumpKeyNo = KeywordFind ( kwName )
201
202 I f beamDumpKeyNo < 0 Then
203 P r i n t "ERROR: s p e c i f i e d keyword " &
kwName & " not found . E x i t i n g
funct ion . "
204 E x i t Function
205 End I f
206 kwArray ( 0 ) = beamDumpKeyNo
207
208 beamDumpCount = KeywordsGetAppliedItems (
itemType , kwArray ( ) , itemNodes ( ) )
209
210 For m = 0 To (beamDumpCount − 1)
211 Se tTraceab le itemNodes (m) , t r a c e F l a g
212 Next
213
214 Update
215
216 End Function
